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I. INTRODUCTION
This report summarizes all work which has been performed by
the Southwest Research Institute during the past two-year period under
ContractNAS8-Z1133, "Study of Minimum Pressure Loss in High
VelocityDuct Systems". This study is being performed for the George
C. Marshall Space I_iightCenter of the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration and administered technically by the Propulsion and
Vehicle Engineering Laboratory with Mr. R. H. Veitch serving as|
: -_ Technical Manager.
The general objective of this study is to perform a theoretical -"
i and experimental investigation of ducting and ducting components to
_.j minimize pressure drop, surge pressures and vibration levels and, thus,
.-- to generally improve flow conditions of gases and liquids in space vehicle
r'; feed systems. Because of NASA needs, much emphasis has been placed$
[2 on the study of bellows flow-induced vibrations.
! _ Summary of Results
k
A number of significant findings have been made throughout this
!_ study and are discussed in detail in this report; these are summarizedbelow:
' |" (a) Bellows _low-Induced Vibr\ations The iluid-elastic
L mechanism causing bellows flow excitation (vortex shedding)
' has been observed and described. Analytical models have
] I_, been developed to allow a designer to predict when flow
'_ excitation may occur, and to estimate the severity of the
; bellows vibrations. All pertinent data, in the form of
- |_ equations and curves, _'e pz°usented in this report. The
i [_" method is subject to certain current limitations which are
; discussed.
, (b) Bellows Liner Desig..n - A limited amount of informationis pre ented to aid i the design of co ventional bellows
[_ liner which suppresses flow-induced vibrations.
(c) Bellows Pressure Loss - All available data has been
I}! compiled which gives bellows pressure loss for various
convolution geometries, various sizes, and various flow
, media. Existing bellows pressure loss correlation methods
! have been reviewed, and while none are completely adequate,one is recommended for future use.
1970016070-004
(d) Elbow Pressure Loss - A new elbow design has been
discovered which results in a significant reduction in j
pressure loss, as confirmed by tests. \
(e) External Damp._ Devices - Various bellows external
damping devices have been tried as a means of suppressing
bellows flow-induced vibrations. The results of these tests
are presented to guide the designer in achieving vibration !
suppression by this means.
//
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If. BELLOWS FLOW-INDUCED VIBRATIONS
If. 1 Introduction
_" The occurrence of flow-induced vibrations of metal bel]owsi.
contained in fluid ducting systems has, for some time, been a problem
i for aerospace applications. There are known instances where flow-
, induced vibrations of bellows have resulted in fatigue failures which
forced the premature shutdown of some critical fluid systems. The most
"- common methods for correcting unsuccessful bellows installations haveI
[. been either to install an internal liner, where possible, or to use multiple
plys or thicknesses of metal when constructing the bellows. Unfortunately,
i: increasing the number of metal plys has not always cured the flow-inducedvibration prob_:em, and the use of a bellow's liner generally leads to an
i, zrease in component weight and cost. A major obstacle in the past has
! [ been that the flow mechanism which causes bellows vibration has not been
, t, described or understood so that flow-induced failures could be anticipated.
From the standpoint of the designer, a desirable goal is to have available
_ an analytical procedure which allows a prediction of critical fluid flow
' {. ranges for a give n bellows configuration and, further, which gives a method
; for estimating st_ess levels resulting from the flow excitation in these
[_ critical ranges.
This chapter of the report is devoted to a comprehensive discussion
! of the bellows flow-induced vibration problem. As will be demonstrated, a
t., fluid-elastic instability_coupling of vortex shedding from _he bellows con-
- !
volutions with the bellows structural vibration modes--is responsible for
i' t) flow- ind need failure problem s. The c onditions under which flow excitation
_ -is likely to occur are predictable, with acceptable accuracy, through the use
of a simple analytical procedure. Further, good progress has been made in
r_ the development of a method for predicting magnitudes of the dynamic _tresses| .
[: Which occur in the convolutions because of flow excitation. This refined -_tress
prediction method is supplemented by a simple "stress indicator" procedure
" for quickly judging potential severity of bellows vibrations. A preliminary
"stress indicator" versus number-of-cycles-to-failure curve has been com-
piled as a further aid to the enginee'r. Collectively, these various procedures
li represent a design or evaluation method which can be used to determine the
U adequacy of a given bellows application.
[iI II.2 Background Information and Preliminary Test Results
[J \
A search of the open literature, conducted at the start of the project,
',] revealed that no previous work had been reported on'flow excitation of bellows.J In fact, the only discussions found in the literature which deal with the related
[j '
3
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problem of mechanically excited vibration characteristics of bellows are
those of Daniels (1) and Lytle (2). A study of unpublished reports from i
the aerospace industry, however, revealed that bellows flow-induced
fatigue failures had been observecJ for a variety of conditions, including
liquid and gas flow, single- and multiple-ply bellows, and both free and .]
wire braid-covered items. '
1
in an effort to better understand the problem, several different
bellows specimens were initiallytested in a water-flow loop. Figure 1
shows a typical item mounted in the flow loop test sectionmin this case -|
a free bellows with an internal diameter of Z-in. Each test bellows had l
one or more strain gages cemented on the bellows convolution crowns
(see Figure 2 for bellows nomenclature) to allow flow-induced strain to ='I
be monitored. For each test bellows it was generally found that as the J
fluid velocity was slowly ipcreased, starting from zero, successive longi-
tudinal accordian vfbration modes were excited. Figures 3 and 4 show "|
typical strain data and Figure 5 illustrates the vibration modes observed. J
As may be seen from Figures 3 and 4, each vibration mode was excited
over some well defined fluid velocity range with the peak excitation occur- "|
ring near the center of this range. A Fourier analysis of the strain signal 2
was made at each test point with a wave analyzer, which revealed that, in
some instances, more than one mode was being excited at a given fluid "i
ve..oclty, The simultaneous existence of two modes has only been observed, _!
however, where the resonant frequency of one mode is about twice the
resonant frequency of the other. In Figure 4, for example, the second for ii , mode showed significant response over the same fluid velocity range _.
which the first mode was responding.
i !
While the brief descriptionabove, is not complete as to many fine _]i
points of other observations about bello_:s flow-induced vibrations, it should,
at least, introduce the reader to the problem. _t
II. 3 Flow Excitation Mechanism
/
Based on test data of the type discussed above, and on the results J
of some flow visualization experiments, evidence is now conclusive that
vortex shedding from the bellows convolutions is the prime mechanism -_
responsible for the flow excitation phenomena which are observed in practice. _i
In every sense, the phenomena is a fluid-elastic instability (see References
3-7), since a mutual interaction or coupling occurs between the dynamics _'|
of the bellows (the elastic system) and the nonsteady flow near and between !
the convolutions (the dynamic fluid system). Many factors have an influence
i.l
4
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on this coupling phenomena; these factors will be discussed in detail in
later sections of this report. The purpose of this section is tO describe
the fluid and structural behavior when vibration occurs, and also for
those conditions when it does not occur.
For flow through a convoluted section of bellows, with the convo-
lutions fixed to prevent vibration, a steady turbulent flow situation exists
throughout the bellows. Figure 6 illustrates the steady flow in a bellows
with no convolution vibration; this is a physical picture formulated from
our own flow visualization experiments, and from the informatlon reported
by Haugen and Dhanak (8), and Townes and Sabersk_ _ (9). Each convolution,
in general_ experiences an internal eddying flow because of a momentum
transfer process. Energy is transferred into each convolution in a mixing
zone or shear layer, indicated in Figure 6. The number and size of the steady
vortices which exist in the convolutions are a function of the convolution
geometry, also indicated in Figure 6. Very shallow convolutions may con-
tain only one vortex, while two or more may exist in deep convolutions. As
will be discussed in a later section of this report, it is this momentum
transfer process and vortex motion which causes a bellows to have an extra-
ordinarily high pressure loss.
The physical picture described above is strictly for the case of no
convolution motion or vibration. The only flow excitation which the bellows
would experience with this type of flow behavior, would be random as a
result of the turbulent pressure fluctuations experienced at the fluid-
convolution boundary. This excitation mechanism wou]d give forces of a
much lower magnitude than the one really responsible for bellows flow
excitation.
When the bellows is allowed to be flow excited, the physical picture
of internal flow described above is no longer valid, in general. For this
case, the flow mow involves a large-scale periodic vortex formation and
shedding process which has been visualized With the apparatus shown in
Figure 7. ThemodGl consists of a two-dimensionai clear plastic channel
containing a short section of convoluted metal which is placed so that the -"
convolution tips are exposed to the fluid flow, as in au actda_lbellows. One
end of the convoluted segment is movable, in a longitudinal direction, so i
that the convolution pitch can be_varied, as desired, by stretching or com.-
pressing the segment, When water is passed through the channel at the
proper velocity, the segment is flow excited (ifthe conditions are right);
• I
e
, 10 ,
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.. this vibration of the convoluted segment is easily viewed in a slowed-
/ down manner with the aid of a str-_be light. By injecting ink upstream
from the convoluted segment, as indicated in Figure 7, the vortex
shedding process can readily be visualized.
<_
Both still and moving pictures of the vortex shedding have been
made; Figure 8 shows several of the still pictures, which were taken at
,. random times during the vortex shedding process. The presence of a
vortex pattern is evident in each picture. The movie, of course, shows
the interaction of the fluid motion and the segment much more clearly
than do the still pictures.
Figure 9 shows the sequence of fluid and convolution events which
have been observed in a frame-by-frame examination of the motion
picture. Note, first of all, that the mode of vibration of the segment is
one where each convolution moves out-of-phase with the adj acent convo-
lution(s). The vortex shedding process on the vibrating segment, as
"" shown by Figure 9, occurs as follows:
/
Postion I - A large vortex (c) has formed between convolutions
1 and Z, and is being "pushed" out into the fluid stream by the
- pinching action of these two convolutions. A large, well-formed
f, vortex (a) is moving across the tip convolution 3; the origin of
_' this vortex will be made clear in the description of other events.
._ Finally, a small vortex (b) is beginning to form on the downstream
i [J side of convolution 2.
! [ Postion II - Vortex (c) has been pinched from between convo-
._ [ lutions 1 and Z and has now moved out into the fluid stream, and
will soon "detach" from convolution 1 and be swept downsti'eam.
Vortex (b), which is forming or_the downstream side of convolution
• i { Z is gaining in strength. Vortex (a), which in Poskition I was
beginning to move over the tip of convolution 3, is now further
,-. downstream.tl,
P.__osition III - The space between convolutions 1 and Z is opening
i] tip, hence fluid is being drawn in, and vortex (d) is beginning to" i form on the down' tream side of convolution 1. Vortex (c) has been ,
, swept over the top of convolution Z, with th@ timing being about
_] ' right to reinforce vortex (b), which is being pinched from between
i_ convolutions Z and 3; the combined vortex is labeled (b + c).
If(j
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@Position IV - Vortex (d) has gained _n strength as it forms on
I the downstream side of convolution 1. Vortex (b + c) is being
pinched out from between convolutions Z and 3, and will begin
_. ! to propagate downstream, i!
Position V This position is the same as Position I, so the
cycle is complete. Note that vortex (a) in Position I was a ":
combination of two vortices, as is vortex (b 4. c) in Position V. i
It must be emphasized that the series of fluid events described in
the foregoing are probably not exactly descriptive of other situations. _
=. Probably the main difference seen from a comparison with other situations, .
would be that the phasing of vortices propagating downstream would not .J
: always be _orrect, with respect to a vortex forming at a point downstreanl,
to give a reinforcement condition, as was seen here. We have some evi-
dence to suggest that there might be optimum convolution geometries, for I
a given mode of vibration, which yields a peak excitation amplitude. Ti:is
, might be caused by a vortex reinforcement phenomena. "l
It has been shown in the foregoing discussion that two different
; fluid flow regimen exist; one occurs when the convolutions are constrained
and, consequently] no organized large scale vortex shedding is seen, only _t
i a steady-state turbulent situation. The other flow regime occurs when the
! convolutions are vibrating as a result of flow excitation; here a large- 1
scale vortex shedding process does exist. Therefore, the bellows flow
_ excitation can be described as a mutual or coupled instability between the "
bellows structure and the fluid vortex shedding process, One cannot exist
'_] without the other. _]
i The primary c,,mdition which must be satisfied for this coupling to -
occur is that the bello_vs structural frequency and the ideal vortex shedding 1
frequency be equal, ox_about equal within certain limits. This limit of
,/ortex-structure coupling can be called a "lock-in" range, and as shown in _|J'Figures 3 and 4, it can exist over a rather broad velocity range.
ll II.4 Prediction of Flow-Excitation Lock-In Range •
The purpose of this section is to discuss how the occurrence of
', the vortex sheddingandbellows structure coupling canbepredicted. !]Basically, t is involv s calculating th ideal vortex shedding frequency
and he bellows vibration mode frequencies, and then comparing the two.
'Also, some allowance must be made,, for the fact that a "lock-in" range exists, r!
,j
16 _
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sVortex Shedding Frequency
i
; For a given bellows, having some particular convolution geometry
and structural mode frequencies, there are certain optimum f]uid velocities
( which result in a maximum amplitude bellows excitation of each mode (see
! again Figure 3). It is at these velocities that the vortex shedding process
is best able to feed energy from the fluid stream into the vibr_%tion process.
I In other words, the vibration frequency and fluid velocity cond/itions are
"optimum" from a vortex shedding standpoint. It has been found that the
use of a Strouhal number is an excellent means of correlating the vibration
frequency, fluid velocity and geometry under these optimum conditions, as
• is true for any vibration phenomena involving vortex shedding.
lu general terms, a Strouhal number is a dimensionless quality of
I.!' the form
f! s --f (1)
/i
where f is a frequency, _ is a length quantity, and V a fluid velocity.
_ For the case of bellows flow-induced vibrations, the only problem in Using 1
.: this correlation parameter is in selecting a satisfactory length quantity.
Referring back to the discussion of the vortex formation and shedding process
(_ illustrated in Figures 8 and 9, it would seem that two length quantities may
/_. be primarily involved; these are the convolution pitch and the convolution tip
width G While neither of these quantities has been found entirelyi
i 17 satisfactory, that is neither gives a precisely constant value of S for all
._iI[_. conditions, we have chosen to use _ in making Strouhal number calculations.
}. , Figures 10 and 11 show example data of the Strouhal number calcu-lated at the optimum flow excitation condition for two different bellows.
• The pitch of these bellows were changed by stretching and compressing them
] from their original configuration. Strouhal number values based on both:_ the tip width _ and the pitch k have been plotted. Note how neither of
the two dimensionless numbers is constant as pitch changes. Based on a
r t composite of all test data, a single curve of Strouhal number (based on tipt. , width u ) as a function of the ratio of pitch to tip width ( k/a ) has been
prepared and is believed valid for a general case. This curve is shown in
'll Figure 1Z; also shown are dotted curves defining the limits of the lock-inrange. Using this data, it is possible to calculate the flrlg 7e_0city V at
which a given bellows longitudinal vibration mode (defined b), a frequency
! value) will most likely be excited and, also, to estimate the total lock-in
range of a giv,,n mode. To make this calculation it is necessary to know
\
, ,,/,!,,/I,,,,, I
/,:I ]q/ '
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three quantities; namely_ the pitch k , the convolution tip width (_ and
the mode frequency fro" The value of thiz critical velocity is, then
V - fmg (Z)
S(s
where S(_ is obtained from Figure 1Z.
Bellows Structural Frequencies
In order to calculate the fluid velocity range(s) over which bellows
e_--citation will occur by the procedure described in the foregoing section,
it is necessary to know the frequencies of all bellows modes which may be
flow excited. Therefore, some method must be used to calculate these
frequencies. A method, based on an analogous mechanical model, has
been developed and will be discassed below. Because the structural
bellows modes cannot be considered independent of fluid loading, this
influence is dizcussed also.
It has been determined from experiments that three different kinds
of structural modes can be flow excited, these are; axisymmetric longi-
tudinal or accordiar, modes, longitudinal antisymmetric or cocking modes,
and local convolution bending modes. These different kinds of bellows
:, modes are illustrated in Figure 13. The longitudinal modes (both sym-
metric and antisymmetric) involve vibrations where there is longitudinal
, motion of the roots and/or crowns of the convolutions. The higker order
local bending modes will involve no longitudinal motion of roets and crowns,
on.l.y local flexural distortion of the convolutions. In our experiments, we
' have observed only one type of higher order bending mode; it is the one
shown in Figure 13 and again in.Figure 14. It is doubtful that many, if any,
other bigher order bending modes can couple with vortex shedding to pro- .,
duce a bellows flow-induced vibration; this has not been confirmed experi-
mentally. For the purposes of this report, we will assume that the higher
order bending mode illustrated in Figure 14 is the highest which can be
excited by vortex shedding. The reader should keep in mind, however, that
this does not rule out the possibility of other higher order local convolution
bending modes being excited.
During the course of the present study, the mechanical model
: shown in Figure 2 has been found to yield adequate predictions of the longi-
_. tudinal symmetric mode frequencies of a free bellows, if the overall spring
rate is accurately known. The[model consists of (ZNc-1) elemental masses
m and ZNc elemental springs k connected alternately in series, giving
_ 21
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an N = ZNc-I degree-of-freedom system; N c is the number of bellows
convolutions. Each elemental mass represents one-half of the mass of
metal contained in each bellows convolution plus some fluid added mass,
und k represents the spring rate of one-half of a convolution, A
_abulation of dimensionless frequencies obtained for this model up to
Z5 degrees of freedom is shown in Table I; the normalizing frequency is
fo = _ ,
For use in the mechanical model, the values of the eiemental
.spring rate k and the elemental rneta.1 mass m m may be estimated by
the following procedure. The value of k is defined in terms of the
overall bellows spring rate K A as
k = ZNcK A (3) A
where K A is known either from a spring rate test or from some analytical _
calculation. * The value of the elemental metal mass m m is equal to J
one-half of the mass of one complete convolution and may be satisfactorily
_._pproximated by the expression ':t}
m m = _pm t Np D m[lra+(h-za)] (4) ._
where (see Figure 2)
Pm = mass density of bellows metal
t = thickness per ply of metal "i
J
Np = number of bellows plys 7}
)
D m = mean diameter of bellows convolution. Dm=(Di+Do)/Z.
a = mean radius of convolution , :_
h = convolute height
j ',
.i The frequencies obtained using the information given above are
.,t for the symmetric longitudinal modes only, An analysis has been made to
determine the cocking mode fr_:.tuencies and the results show that these -(
.$
_' Appendix B gives a review of existing bellows spring rate information.
In general, it has been found that experimentally obtained spring rate
data is the most satisfactory.
"19700"16070-027

$new modes are always within the frequency limits of the symmetric
longitudinal modes. Therefore, a calculation of the range of symmetric
longitudinal modes can be considered to include any cocking modes which
may occur. Cocking modes have been observed only for bellows _vith
quite deep convolutions, and will probably not occur in most instances.
The higher order local bending mode shown in Figure 14 may be
modeled with the mechanical analog shown in the same figure. __
Fluid Loadin_ Effects - {
The previous discussion concerning calculation of structural
bellows mode frequencies made no mention of possible fluid loading -]
effects. The presence of the fluid can, however, cause some changes
in the structural frequencies and even add more degrees Of freedom to
the system (increase the number of possible modes). "l
t
When a bellows is being excited by a flowing fluid, two basic
: classes of forces are present; namely, active forces which are vortex
' shedding derived, and passive fluid forces which are present regardless t
} of the excitation source. For the idealized case of an incomp.ressible
'- fluid, only two types of passive fluid forces are possible and these giv_ "i_
rise to an added-mass and damping influence; trey result because the .J
fluid must be moved in and out from between the convolutions and, to
| some extent, back and forth longitudinally as the bellows vibrates. If • i
! only added-mass and damping effects are introduced, the number of
degrees of freedom of the bellows (that is, the number of possible vibra-
tion modes) does not necessarily change One exception to this are in-phase " _
_y
! and out-of-pb.ase flex hose modes to be discussed later. :.,
i For a compressible fluid, the complex_.ty of the sitt_ation is greatly -}
i increased, because the bellows' vibrations may couple with various system
t acoustic modes: Generally, this increases the number of degrees of
' freedom, or the number of possible vibration modes of the bellows. This :1
i phenomena is illustrated in Figure 15 which shows the response character- ..
t istic of a single convolution test model as influenced by an acoustic loading
effect. One curve in this !'igure shows the frequency response ainplitude (!
of the test convolute where no significant ducting longitudinal acoustic -_
resonance occurred; the response is clean, and has a single peak at the
expected frequency of 600 cps. The mechanical analog for the convolute ;}
with rio acoustic effect is also shown in Figure 15; additional mass and -j
damping have been added to simulate these fluid loading effects. The other
J
,)
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curve in Figure 15 shows the response of the test ring where the effect
of a duct acoustic resonance was significar_t. Note that two disti_.ct
resonant frequencies are present. In this case, a description of the
convolute dynamics must include the line acoustic loading effect. While i
the system was ordinarily considered representable by a single-degree-
of-freadom second order system, itmust now be considered as at least
a two-degree-of-freedom system; a possible mechanical analog is show-n
if0Figure 15.
•
For the present, only incompressible fluid loading effects will i
be considered in regaxd to coupled bellows-fluid mode frequency calcu-
' lations. Further, because the fluid damping is small enough to give a
very small change in the system resonant frequencies, it will be dis- t!
, regarded in all frequency calculations. Later, however, damping will J
be shown to be of great importance in calculating bellows flow-induced
stress levels. ""
For the first few modes of a free bellows (more precisely, where
the mode number N is small with respect to the number of convolutions
Nc) , it has been determined by comparing calculated with observed -J
frequencies that the fluid added mass is adequately represented by setting
it equal to the _otal amount of fluid trapped between adjacent convolutions;
see Figure Z. Physically this makes sense since the first few modes
involve a gross back-and-forth motion of adjacent convolutions with the
-)
trapped fluid carried along with the convolutions. This means, then, that
each elemental mass of the mechanical model must include one-half of _t
the mass of fluid trapped between _wo adjacent convolutions, or approximately
'/ mf = 2 Of Dmh (2a-tNi/,) (5)
with, now, the elemental model mass becoming -'
'I
"1
m = mf + m m '! (6) I
where the value of m m is the metal mass discussed previously. In
Equation (5), pf is the fluid mass density; other symbols were defined
'2
previously.
For the higher modes of a free bellows, it is not adequate to = _
consider the fluid added mass as being simply that amount of fluid trapped
between convolutions. The fluid behavior for the higher modes is rathe_
i
2e
, Ii
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more of a "squeezing in-and-out i' from between the convolutions type of
( : motion. This acceleration of the fluid out of and back into the convolutions
results in alternating pressure forces which may be interpreted as an
added-mass effect with respert to the bellows vibrations. In Appendix C
I this added mass is analytically estimated to be
_i wDmPfh
( , mf - 36 (7)
i where 5 is the gap width between adjacent convolutions as shown in
_" Figure 2.
It! . Comparis on of Calculated and Ob served Frequenciesi
[} Comparison of observed and calculated frequencies for several
different free bellows specimens has verified the validity of the free bellows• frequency calculation model described in the foregoing. If the spring rate
• calculated frequencies, where the fluid added mass is small, are surpris-
ingly accurate; generally the error is no g2eater than 10 percent and often
I _] no more than 5 percent compared with experimental values. When the
i fluid added mass is of the same order of magnitude as the metal mass or
fJ
greater, the errors begin to increase in some instances, particularly where
i]i ]jf' the bellows geometry is unusual. For example, if the convolution is anextreme "open" design, the added fluid mass is overestimated by the
" _. : :r - equations given previously. This is understandable since the fluid cannot
] be readily "held" between the convolutions as they vibrate back and forth.
_ Table II gives examples of experimental and calculated frequencies
i'*l for many different cases. In most instances the accuracy obtained fromusing the mecha ical model described above is completel adequate. More
sophisticated computational methods could well be employed, however,
:_' because of uncertainties in various bellows dimensional data when comparingi "bl eprint" information a d eal bellows dimensi s, very little, if any,
additional accuracy can be achieved. The largest source of error in using
lil the mechanical model for calculating frequencies, is an inaccurate knowledgeof th bellows spring rate; ._eeAppendix B_
Flex Hose Modes
The difference between the convolution vibrations of a flexible
hose and a free bellows is that the allowed modes are limited by the wire• braid covering. In most cases this covering clamps tightly around the
g
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Bellows Internal Frequency (cps)
Number Media Excitation Calculated Experimental Error
# 101 Water Flow 504 494 2.0%
#104 Water Flow 770 813 5.3%
#105 Water Flow 527 515 2.3%
#106 Air @ 30 psig Shaker 790 935 15.5% !
, #106 Water @ 30 psig Shaker 616 700 12.0%
: jT
• _ #106 Water Flow 616 764 19.4%
i "}
# 110 Water Flow 78_ 836 6.7% _)
#112 Air @ 30 psig Shaker 635 620 2.4% l
#112 Water @ 30 psig Shaker 521 461 13.0%
%
#112 Methanol@ 20psig Shaker 541 478 13.0% _]
, #112 Methanol @ 30 psig Shaker 1065 914 16.5% "
,,j
-i (2nd Mode) j
i # 11Z Water Flow 521 5Z 1 )
' #114 Water Flow 774 754 2.7%
" • .1 # 114 Water Flow 1512 1435 5.4% '_._
t
i !
"" t Note: See Appendix A for Bellows Dimensions
J
TABLE II ', /
Calculated and Experimental Frequencies !]
',)
r
,_ .30 I'
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bellows when the hose is pressurized, preventing longitudinal motion of
the convolution crowns. Except /or special instances where not all con-
volutions crowns are in contact with the wire braid, it is believed that the,
, onlypurely structurallongitudinal mod e which can exist is the one shown
in Figure 16(a). Because of fluid added-mass effects, however, two
coupled fluid-structural longitudinal _nodes appear possible, and these
are shown in Figure 16(b) and (c). Note that bot_ of the coupled fluid
structural modes are possible for the single allowed structural mode.
The primary diflerence between the two coupled fluid-structural
modes shown in (b) and (c) of Figure 16 is the fluid mass loadin[ involved.
For the case in Figure 16(b), the in-phase mode, the fluid-added mass
corresponds to a portion of i_.uidcontained between adjacent convolutions
" _ and may be estimated from Equation (4). This quantity of mass accounts -i for the fact that fluid is accelerated back and forth with the convolutionst
as they vibrate in the in-phas e mode. For the out-of-phase mode, the fluid
1 added mass does not correspo'..d to some real quantity of fluid, but is anapparent mass which resu_,;'< f_ om the fluid being accelerated in and out
from between the convolu,,- ,,s as discussed in the foregoing for the free
i [! bellows. This quantity of added mass maybe estimated from Equation (7).
• In addition to the longitudinal flex hose modes discussed above, it
I.I is believed possJb]_e for the higher order local bending mode shown in Figure14 to also exi t.
Thus far, only one flexible hose has undergone extensive flow testing.This particular item, a I.5.-in-id specimen, was placed in the water flow
loop and subjected to a slowly increasing internal fluid velocity while bellows
response was noted. Because the convolutions were covered on the outside
with the wire braid, it was :_.rnpracticalto measure convolution strain, or
even observe the convolution motion stroboscopically as had been done with
I! the free bellows. The bellows response was therefore detected indirectly
by three methods; external acoustic emission, dynamic fluid pressure down-
stream, and acceleration of the duct adjacent to the hose were observed. The
I external acoustic emission technique gave the most reasonable results for
this test but, of course, gave only a qualitative indication of response.
I!! Prior to the te=.t,calculation of the in-phase and out-of-phase
mode frequencies gave values of 6720 cps and 3420 cps, respectively.
The measured spring rate was used in this frequency calculation. Notice
Ii that, by coincidence, the ratio of these two frequencies is about 2 to i.
All of the outpu t data from each monitor was subjected to a Fourier analysis
to allow the bellows response modes to be clearly seen. In general, two
[l
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l ProvidedByBraidJ
_}._ EquivalentMechanical-" Model
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Figure 16. SummaryOfFlexibleHoseLongitudinalVibrationModes
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flow-induced modes were observed, one at about 3300 cps and the
other at twice this value or 6600 cps. Figure 17 show-s a plot of
typical spectral data obtained from the external acoustic monitor to
show how these modes responded as the flow veloc:,xy was increased.
Figure 18 shows a corresponding plot of acoustic emission level as a
function of Strouhal number.
The fact that two modes were observed in this test of a flexible
hose, very close to the calculated valu_ for the in-phase and out-of-
phase modes, substantiates to some extent the existence of these two
._ types of modes. The fact that one happened to have twice the frequency
of the other was pure coincidence; they were both apparently excited
simultaneously because of the multiple-frequency content of the vortex
shedding.
Estimatin G Flow Excitation Ran_
l The foregoing discussions have described how the conditions for
bellows excitation can be correlated with a Strouhal number, and, further,
how the modal frequencies of a bellows can be calculated. The purpose of
this section is to summarize how this information can be used to predict
possible bellows flow-excitation ranges.
As we have seen, a given bellows will have a number of structural
modes which may be flow excited. These modes may be defined in terms
: of a number of modal frequencies denoted by
fml, fmZ, fro3 .... fan
Here fml denotes the first or lowest modal frequency and fan denotes the
highest. For the case of a free bellows, fml will represent the first
longitudinal mode and fan will denote the convolute bulging mode; the
total number of modes will depend on the number of convolutions. For a
flex hose, there are, so far as we presently, know, only three possible
modes; these are the in-phase and out-of-phase longitudinal modes shown
in Figure 16, and the convolution bulging mode shown in Figure 14. Tables
IIIand IV summarize the frequency calculation procedure for free bellows
-: . and flex hose.
.i _ Each of the bellows modes n_ay experience _low excitation over a
fluid velocity range defined by
fmq
fm _
V, a = -- (9)
33
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St.__ep__A_ - Consider the bellows structure representable by the
lumped mass-spring mechanical model shown in Figure Z,
Step B - Calculate the elemental spring rate value k from the
expression
k = ZNcK A
where K A is the overall spring rate determined from
a method given in Appendix A or from a force-deflection test,
4;
__ - Calculate the elemental metal mass m m from Equation (4) or
m m = TrPmt Np D m [=a + (h-Za)]
I'
- Calculate the fluid added mass mf, using Equation (5) ._
.for the first few longitudinal modes (N values) and j
Equation (7) for the higher longitudinal modes; thus
- } Jmf = _" Of Dmh (Za-tNp) First few N values
and
_DmPfh3 } .Imf = 36 Higher N values
- Calculate the reference frequency fo from the expl'ession _I
re- Z_
where 1
m = mm+m f
_ Look up proper dimensionless frequencies in Table I
(corresponding to given N c value) and then calculate the
i tr,:_mode frequencies by multiplying by the reference I•_ f equency, This g ves all of the longitudinal mode frequencies. -.
_ - Calculate the first bending mode frequency from the informa-
tion in Figure 14, or J
w he r e "_
k' = Zk
and mm+m f 1!
_ m = m/2 = 2
_ For the value of mf use
" mf = _Dmpfh3/35
-_" TABLE III - SUMMARY OF FREE BELLOWS FIIEQUENCY ,'_
CALCULATION PROCEDURE (ASSUMED
INCOMPRESSIBLE FLUID) _l
, ,Ji•_ 36 ,, .
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Ste_!92_ - Consider the hose convoluted structure representable
by the mass-spring model shown in Figure 16.
_B_ - Calculate the elemental spring rate value k from the
expre ssion
k = ZK A
where K A is the overall spring rate of one complete
convolution. The value of K A may be deter,nined by a
! method given in Appendix A or from a force-deflection test.E
Step C - Calculate the elemental metal mass m from the expression
I.! r
• _ m m = WPmt Np D m[wa+(h-Za)]
i i _ - Calculate the in-phase mode and out-of-phase longitudinal4
mode fluid masses from
i mf = _ PfDmh (Za-tNp)I in-phase mode
wDmPfh3 }Ii. mf = 36 out-of-phase mode.
J
t _ -
.i _ CalculatefrequenciesthefromiU-phaseand out- o.(-phase longitudinal
where
i:i m = m m + mf
Ste_ F - Calculate the first bending mode frequency from the
l_! information in Figure 14, or
_f- Z_ :7_'_ '
k' = 2k
t! and , m mm+mf
m = 2 = 2
ll. _ For the value of mf use
mf = _rDmPfh3/36
I .... J ...................... L[.................. I I ] I _ n ........................ I..._ .... 31__1 ...... _1/_.1 .. ---
T BLEIv - orFLExHOSEF EQU NCY
U GALC ULATION PROCEDURE
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and the optimum or most severe excitation will occur at a velocity
equal to
fma
Sa (10)
In _._quations (8) to (10), we have
fm = a bellows mode frequency ;!
Sau = upper limit Strouhal number
. Sa_ = lower limit Strouhal number see Figure lZJ
S_ = optimum Strouhal number / =::
' k
V_ = velocity at lower limit of locklin z_ange
-1
- Vu = velocity at upper limit of lock-in range _.
a = convolution tip width J
Because of the lock-in range phenomena, and the closeness of successive
bellows modes, it is best to assume that flow excitation can occur con- ]
tinuously over a velocity range from the minimum velocity for the lowest ..
mode to the maximum velocity for the highest mode. Therefore, if fml
_ and finn are the lowest and the highest mode frequencies, the extreme ' 1
possible limit of flow excitation is defined by the limiting velocities
,_ v_- f --- (II)
Sau
and :J
; finn_ t
[ vu: _ (Iz) "_I.
In summary, the range of possible bellows flow excitation may be
(a) Calculate the lowest and high, st bellows mode frequencies,
fro'and f . The procedure for doing this is summarized .',}
in _ablesr_ and IV.
{b) Calculate the limits of fluid velocity corresponding.to these ,}
two frequencies. This is done with Equations (II)and (;2), J
and with the values of the Strouhal numbers So;_ and S_u
obtained from Figure 1_.. _l
38
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(c) Compare this flow excitation fluid velocity range with
i the known operating range of the bellows, If an overlap
! of these ranges exists, then excitation ma.y occur.
• i /_ graphical method of predicting bellows excitations ranges is
! illustrated in Figure 19. This method involves preparing a plot of fre-
; quency ver_ui_ fluid velocity which contains both the bellows mode
_ frequency information and the possible vortex shedding frequency limits.i,
_: The upper and lower bellows frequencies are represented by horizontal
lines on the plot (constant frequency lines), as shown in Figure 19. Also,
_ lines of constant slope which pass through the origin are drawn in to
• _
, : _,: represent the vortex frequency limits (as a function of velocity), defined
' by the expressions
,_ So._ V
f_ - (13)
!.
and
t_ S uV
fu = -- (14)O
The range of possible flow excitation is clearly seen from this plot.
II.5 General Discussion of Bellows Forced Vibration
i All previous discussion has been directed to the problem of determin.,
• ing when a bellows may be flow excited, based on a coincidence of coupled t
bellows-liquid frequencies and the vortex shedding frequency. This coinci-
}! deuce of frequencies does not guarantee that the bellows will vibrate, however,
- or indicate the'severity of vibration. It is desirable, therefore, to be able
to predict vibration amplitudes and corresponding stress levels for a given
li bellows and given flow conditions.
Figure 20 illustrates the fluid and structural dynamics involved in
It bellows flow excitation. The of periodic vortex formation and shed-process
ding causes a corresponding periodic pressure to be exerted on the convolu-
tions. The amplitude of _his alternating pressure is proportional to the
II free-stream stagnation pressure,(i/g pfV2). So far as the bellows structure
is concerned, the effect of this al_ernating pressure may be considered as a
39
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ifl
' I" net force applied at the tip of each convolution, as shown in Figure Z0.
-, .- _', The amplitude of this force is assoxned to be of the form
; , pfV z)' F - e (llZI ' ! (i5)
! where C F is a vortex force coeffic_ent (a dimensionless coefficient) and
_ Ap is the projected convolute height area _ over Which the pressure acts
(the fluctuating pressure producing the force).
' If the frequency of the vortex shedding .coincides with some bellows
' mode frequency,, then a resonance will occur s_nd the bellows convolutions
l i will experience a vibratory displacement, as illustrated in Figure 20, of
• ' .1 the form
t CmFQ
• [_., x = KA (16)
Cm is a dimensionless factor dependent on the--bellowst!
mode of vibration (mode factor), F is the vortex shedding force defined
• in Equation (15), K A is the bellows overall spring rate, and Q is the
,_ _ dynamic amplification factor (damping). This convolution vibratory
dis-
" placement x will cause a corresponding stress, and the magnitude of
this stress is dependent on the convolution geometry, as illustrated in
L! Figure Z0.
Accepting this simple concept of bellows vibration resulting from a":" "" coupling with the vortex shedding, the problenl of calculating resultant
i_':°'. stress levels boils down to one of requiring a forehand knowledge of the
@
t_ various "factors" illustrated %n Figure Z0. The primary factors are: C F,
li!. a vortex force coefficient; C m a vibration mode factor; Q a dynamic
amplification factor; and C s, a geometric stress factor_'_. Other factors
may also be introduced to account for various unique situations. For
I_t example, when an elbow is located upstream of a bellows, this can
have
an effect and cause higher-than-normal stress levels for a given flow
In earlier reports we used the Convolution projected tip area as the
_1 area over which the vortex shedding fluctuating pressures ct; we havesince found that the convoluted projected height area is mo_e realistic.
_'_ The _stress model indicated in Figure Z0 results from the analytical
form presented by Salzmann (I0), and is only representative of a
number of etress prediction methods (see Appendix B).
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' .j
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Cs • geometricstressfactor =_s3, '1
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Figure 20. illustration OfStressResultingFromVortexForce
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' _ velocity. This can be accounted for by an "elbow factor ') CE, as
i indicated in Figure Z0. If an acoustic resonance exists, this can change
the picture, also. The objective of the next several sections is to give
detailed results of studies of these various factors.
II.6 Vortex Force Coefficient - Idealized Test Model
The in._tial study of the nature and magnitude of the vortex shedding
force was undertaken with a special single convolution test model which
is illustrated in Figure Zl. A bellows convolution is simulated in this test
i - model by a flexible ring which is geometrically quite similar to a convo-
lution. The ring was constructed from steel and had a coating of lead on
t the flex_:ole web section to provide sufficient damping to prevent early
-" t , fatigue failure during actual testing; this happened with the first several) t.,
, rings which were constructed without added damping. The test ring or
' | ._ simulated convolution is clamped in a special hcur, ing between a pair of
exciter coils; also, a displacement probe is built into the apparatus to
allow ring vibration amplitudes _o be monitored.
_, (i With this apparatus the following types of tests have been performed:
: (a) frequency response of the ring in air _ith excitation provided by the
_, coils; (b) frequency response of the ring in water with excitation provided
by the coils; and (c) response of the ring as a result of flow excitation wi_h
:internal water flow. Also, a calibration of Static force versus deflection
t
• |_ was.made for the ring. From these tests and the force-deflection calibra-
[] tion, several kinds of information were obtained. First. the forced vibra-
tion test in air gave essentially the ring-only natural frequency and damping
" [| (neglecting air loading). Second, the forced vibration test in water allowed
[| the water added-mass and water damping to be calculated. Finally, the
flow-induced vibration data allowed an effective vortex force coefficient to
] be o_tained over the lock-.in range. This effective vortex coeffic,,ent was
• reduced from the ring flow-induced vibration data in the following manner:
I! (a) The vibrat,_:onamplitude (as a function Of fluid _elocity) wasconverted "_oan apparent force through the use of the force-
• deflection calibration.
(b) This apparent force was converted to a true vortex force
"_7 dividing by the Q value reduced from _he forced vibration
tt test da_a (in water).
(c) This true force was converted to a. _6rce coefficient through
l! the use of Equation (15).
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Figure 21. DiagramOf Convolu_,onVibrationTestModelAndEquivalent
Beiiowc;AndMechanicalModelRepresentations
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Vortex coefficient data was obtained in this manner for two different
convolution geometries and the results are shown in Figure gZ. Notice
the great reduction in the force coefficient as the convolution pitch is
"opened up".
II. 7 Vibrations of Real Bellows
Bellows Mode Factor
Having available the results of the experiments with the single
convolution test model, discussed in the previ._us section, the next logical
_ step was to use this force coefficient information, along with the equiva-
lent mechanical model concept, to predict flow-induced vibration amplitudes
of real bellows. This was done by assigning one force per mass point*_ as
shown in Figure 23, and then calculati.ng the forced amplitude of the mech-
anical model. Comparing the resultant vibration amplitudes with observed
values showed tbe predictions to be high by a factor about equal to the
number of convolutions involved in each "half wavelength" of bellows
vibration. Thi_ suggested, therefore, that there wee only one effective
vortex force per mode number of the vibration. Further detailed corn-
1 parison of calculated and observ,_d vibrations of bellows confirmed thi_
idea. Also, reexamination of the visualized vortex shedding activity
' (illustrated typically in Figure 8) and reconsideration of the pressure
forces inw_lved, showed how this must happen.
Figure Z'.'_ depicts the action of a bellows with several convolutions
vibrating in the first longitudinal mode. As shown, the vortex shedding
causes fluctuating p_'essure forces on each side of each cunvolution.
Because oi the phasing of these pressure forces, _ only one,'_owe ve r,
effective vortex force exists per mode number of V_bration. The first
mode l-,as one effective force point, the second mode, two, et.. Each
_.] of these effective forces is exerted a" _he central convolution of each mode
half wavelength, or at the point(s} of maximum displacement of each mode.
ByadsJ.gning one force per ma_s point, where each mass point
represented one-half of a convolution, it was necessary to take
: : each iorce equal to one-half of the fo_'ce in Equation (15).
/
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Using the one-force-per-half-wavelength concept illustrated
in Figure g4, we can now proceed with the derivation of a value for the
mode factor C m which relates displacement and force during a reso-
nant condition. The followingassumptions willbe made:
(a) The shape of the longitudinalbellows modes is inter-
mediate between a linear and a sinusoidalform. This
is a very good assumption as comparison of the exact
/ mode shapes with this approximation has shown.
(b) The maximum deflection for a given mode is equal to
the static deflection times Q, the dynamic amplification
factor.
(c) The maximum stress point for a given vibration mode .j
I occurs at the convolution with the maximum relative
displacement; this is the end convolution for each half-wave
mode shape, in general.
t The first assumption noted above implies that the mode shape is of the
form illustrated in Figure 25, or over the first quarter wavelength
i
x /y +sin (17)
I -
where x denotes the axial absolute displacement of a given point a,long
l i the bellows defined by the axial position coordinate y; N is th_ mode'! number.
_ The second assumption given above, when considered in light of
J
J the one_for'ce-per-half-wavelength concept, implies that the maximum
absolute displacement x o (see Figure 2.5) is
l i FQ
" I, Xo : (18)
• I! where F is the amplitude of the vortex shedding force applied as was
t illustrated in Figure 24. Again, Q is the dynamic umplification factor
aud K A is the overall bellows spring rate.
! From the thirdassumpt._on given above, th¢_point of maximum
relativ_displacement Xmr for a glwn bellows, and a given mode of
!! vibretion, occur8 ate pointwh_r_ y = _/2N c. Therefore, from
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,j
-," _ Equation (17),
-i
'" Xmr = _- + sin (i9)C J
Combining Equations (18) and (19) yields
Xmr - 8NKA + sin (20)
and comparison with Equation (16) shows that the "mode factor Cm"
defined in Equation (I0), or
CmFQ
x - (Zl)
KA
now becomes]
I Cm : + sin (ZZ)
8N
, and refers to the maximum relativedisplacement point (maximum stress
I point)along the bellows.
i At this stage, we are about in a position to estimate bellows flow-
, induced vibrationarnplltudesusing Equations (15), (Zl)and (2Z),plus the
data from Figure 2Z. We still need, however, val_es of Q, the amplifies-
! tion factor. & comprehensive d_scussion of bellows damping and the
_ resultant Q values will be delayed until _ later section o_ this report; for
i the present we will assume the damping values are known.j
Test Data for Real Bellows
• \
! Th_ analysis method described in the foregoing has been used to
correlate data from a number of flow-induced vibration te0ts of bellows.
.. Tl-ese testswere conducted in th_ following n,_nner:
i ,(a) Strain gages were Inst_lledon the tips of the end convolutlons
, of alltest b_llowa. On allbellows, one straingage was
,I] orient@d to monitor longitudinalstrain and, on a few bellows,
A gage to monitor circumferential straln w_s alac installed.
i i,
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(b) Each testbellows was subjected to a staticload test,
during which both deflection and stzain were mc, uitored.
This allowed force-deflection and force-strain curves
to be plotted for each bellows.
(c) Ea-h bellows type was subjected to a mechanical vibration '
test (to be discussed later) and the damping was determined.
(d) Each test bellows was installed in the water-zqow system,
and few-induced stress levels were monitored as a function
of flow velocity.
(e) This data was finally correlated with the _nalysis described
earlier.
The following discussion describes these various steps, and the results,
in more detail.
A typical strain _age installation on a bellows is shdwn in Figure 26.
For most cases 1/32'-Inchgag,_swere used, while some 1/64-inch gages
were installedon those bellows with small width convolutions. Actual
gage installation was straightforward, however, particular care was needed
in lead installation to prevent fatigue. It wa_ found _hat very s_a_l lead
wire worked best (s_.y _bout 0.005-0. 010 inch) and that the best procedure
was to glue the wirFjs down along tl_e _ides of the end convolution with
rubber cement. The amount of cement used was kept to a minimum to
ensure thatthe damping of the bellows was not significantlyincreased.
. Following strain gage installation,each bellows was tested to
obtain force-deflectionand straiu-deflectloncurves. T_xe reasons for
doing thiswere twofold;first,itwas desirable to havi_experimental spring
rate values to allo_ more accurate mode frequency calculatlousand, secf_nd, ',
by having a strain_deflectlou"calib_ratlon"along with the spring rate value, \
: the flow-induced strain amplitudes cuuld be directly interpreted _s vortex \
': ' shedding forces after suitabledata reduction to account fo_ the dynamic
amplification, and mode factor. By this procedure, errors inherent iu
trying to analytically relate straiu (or stress), and vibration amplitudes
: . and forces, were e_li_:_uated. This allowed a more realistic Judgment of i
' the validity of the b_llows flow-induced vibration analy_i= presented earlier
in this report. $omQ typical force-deflection and strain-deflection data !
a_e shown in Figures _7 and 28". .
* A_peud_ A gives dimensional data _or allbell used throughout the . I
study; refer to thi= appendix for data on numbered bellows lu all figures.
I
I
1
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.t
Note:
Bellows#103&#105stretchedtoapproximately
0.08 - 20%permanentextensionbeforeretesting.
( SeeAppendixA ForBellowsDimensionalData)
0.07-
0,06
0,04
.: _
0,02-
1800 , , , l r T
:' Note: :_"_'
Bellows#103&#105stretchedto
approximatelyzO%permanent ._'71600 extensionbeforeretesting.
L Designateslongitudinalgage
1400- C Designatesci_'cumferentialgage
J• \
The next step in the bellows test procedure was to subject one
bellows of each particular type to mechanical vibration and thereby obtain
a forced response plot for ve_r_nus conditicns (various internal media,
various internal pressures, diflerent _eak strain levels, etc. }. This
nzeaha,aic_l vibration test procedure will be discussed in much more
detail in a later section. The irnportan,,point here is to realize that
the result of these tests was a tabulation of Q values for each bellows
for the various test condit$ons.
The final step in testing each bellows was to mount itin the water
flow loop and monitor vibratory strain levels as a function of internal
iluid velocity. Figures zg, 30 and 31 illustrate typical flow-induced
strain data for three different bellows types. In Figure Zg, data for
three supposedly identical _est be]lows is given, however, variations
' in vibration characteristics are readily evident. The ma.%l reason for
this difference in the vibration characteristics is that the force-deiqection
and strain-deflection calibrations of these supposedly identical bellow_
were quite dissimilar, also. As will be shown, however, correlation \
of the apparently dissimilar data in Figur e Z9 for "identical" bellows
u_ing the flow-induced vibration analysis discussed earlier gives very
consistent results.
This correlation for all data was carried out in the following
manne r:
! (a) The peak flow-induced strain data, as exemplified by
; the data in Figures Zg, 30 and 31, was conve'_0tedto
, equivalent maximum relative convolution displacement
: (Xrnr) values. The equation giving this conversion is 1
\
S )-i
Xmr- 2N c (dS/dx {Z3)
where S is the measured peak strain and dS/dx is thei slope of the overall bellows strain-deflection curve
(see Figure 28).
(b) Next, these maximum relative displ_acement values were
! used to calculate the quantity FQ from Equation (20), or
8NK A Xmr
'C
' Here, F is the peak vortex shedding force and O is the
dynamic amplification factor.
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(c) From the results of the bellows damping study (tobe
discust,ed in a later section)the valse of Q was known
from the conditions of the test, therefore, the vortex
force F was readily found from the results of (b)above.
: (d) Finally, the value of vortex shedding force F w_s used
to calculatean effectivevortex force coefficientC F from l
Equation (!5), or /|
F
CF = (I/ZpVz) (Ap) (Z5) .t
• where _1
: Ap = _r(Dih + h 2) --_
-!
Figures 3Z and 33 show the result of this data reduction process I
as applied to the flow-induced strain data of Figure% 29 and 31. The :_
independent variable in Figures 3Z and 33 is the Strduhal number based
on convolution kip width. Note how much better the data for the supposedly -11
identical bellows is correlated when reduced to the form shown in Figure
3Z than it was in Figure Z9.
.1
; The flow-induced strain data from all test bellows was reduced to
the form shown in Figures 3Z and 33. Because of differences in the con- !
volution geometry, the peak C F values varied somewhat from item to ]
item. In general, the greater the ratio of pitch to convolution tip width
' ( k/¢y ), the smaller the peak C F value. This trend was also seen in the !
results of the single convolution test model discussed earlier, see Figure J
ZZ. Unfortunately, the bellows tests discussed above did nc!provide the
range of convolution geometry required to adequately d_termine CF as a !
function of geometry. Therefore, a special test procedure was developed l
to allow a better study of geometry effect.
iBellows Geometr_ Effects
'I Severaltests have been performed in which the effect of bellows _I
convolution geomdtry On the vortex force was determined. This was []
accomplished in a rather unique manner by step-wise stretching a_nd corn-
. \
pressing the test bellows so as to alter the convolution pitch. The advantages |
of this method are at least twofold; first, it allows geometry to be varied J
rather independent of other property variations, and second, it results in
a hardware savings since more data can be obtained from a single test item. !!
60 I
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i Figure 34 shows a series of photographs of a sectioned bellows
mounted in a stretching fLvAure and positioned in three different pitch
li configurations. Figure 35 gives flow-induced _train data taken from a
bellows identical to the one shown in Figure 34. The data represents the
observed peak D_ow-induced strain for ea h pitch setting. Figure 35 also
shows this same data reduced to the vortex force coefficient form. Notice
If, that the _orce coefficient generally decreases as the pitch increased; thisrend is in agreement with the single convolution test model sults (see
Section II.6) and othe_ bellows tests. Also, however, Figur'e 35 shows an
I! obvious trend of "optimum" pitch values which produce minimum local C Fw_lues. This trend has been observed in several bellows tests and can
pr_obably be explained by vortex reinforcement as noted in Figure 9. These
l_ "optimum" pitch values can be correlated with the parameter k/a and are
t] most pronounced for the first few modes of a free bellows. The higher modes
of a free bellows and flex hose modes don't seem to h_ve these "optimum"
, ,| pitc h values; they apparently operate in a "vortex reinforcement condition"|J for all k/o- values by a natural, and slight, "tuning" of the shedding frequency.
[! Summary of Force Coefficient Data
In the foregoing sections_ vortex shedding force coefficient data
! has been presented as derived from essentially three different kinds of) te ts. First, the results of the idealized single convolution model tests
were given in Section II.6° These __s_ yielded force coefficient data for
I] two different convolution configur;_;.zo_'_s; the two configurations had the
[ same convolute height h and the _an_e tip width_ but different pitches.
Second, complete force coefficient data was obtained from tests of a
f _ number of "calibrated" bellows having various convolution geometries.
Finally, a limited amount of test data was obtained by a bellows stretch-
compression pitch changing scheme. Comparison of all of this force
I] coefficient data shows consistent results which give_ credence to thebellows flow-induced vibrat on mod l developed n the previous sections.
,_.] Figure 36 shows two different curves representative of all availableforce coeffici nt data which we have obtained from the various sources.
One curve is for use with the firs_t few modes of a free bellows, and reflects
1 the apparent vortex reinforcement trend discussed above. The other curve:. is for. t_., higher loBgitudinal free bellows modes, flex hose modes and the
convo£,_te local bending mode.
] This data represents, then, our state-of-the-art knowledge of vortex
shedding force coefficients for bellows. It must be emphasized that this
I] data can only be considered strictly valid for liquid flows through bellows ofa size ot too difi'erent from hose tested to date (1.5 and 2.0 inch). We do
not anticipate that these coefficients will vary much, if any, for other size
] ranges, however, the user of this data should be aware of a potential limi-
, ration. Larger bellows will be tested in the very near future to extend our
knowledge of vortex force coefficients.
I?
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II. 8 Bellows Damping
An extremely important factor, which provides a li_TAtingcondition
I the amplitude of the vibrations resulting from bellows flow excitation,
is the damping of the coupled bellows~fluid system. The vortex force
and mechanical model concept _iacussed earlier and illustrated in Figure Z4
includes no damping so that, ideally, the vibration amplitudes would be
infinite. Some damping is present, however, in all real structures and
it serves to limit the vibration amphtt_0cs to finitevalues.
By way of review, consider the elementary linear second-order
system shown in ]Figure 37. The forced response amplitude of this system,
subject to a harmonic excitation F o sin _ t, is of the form
_" F o/k
= oa 2 2 [__%._2/ 1/Z (26)
where
coo = (k/m) 1/4, _ = b/2 (kin) 1/Z
At resonance (the frequency _or for which x(¢o ) is a maximum, the
amplitude may be written as
FoQ
x (_°r) - k (27}
In terms of the values of the mechanical elements of the system in
Figure 37, Q may also be written as
t/z
1 (km_
Q = 2r_ b ,, (29) :,,
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• k_Lm_ sin _tm '×
2407
m_+ bR+ kx --Fo sin wt
Figure 37. LinearSecond-OrderSystem
Y
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Figure 38 illustrates a typical response curve for the system
shown in Figure 37 where the amplitude of the force F ° has been
held constant, and the frequency of excitation varied. As shown, the
value of O physically represents the ratio of the vibration amplitude
at resonance to the vibration amplitude in the limit of zero frequency.
Also, the value of Q may be expressed in the form
Q : fr (30)
Af
where fr is the system resonant frequency and Af is the bandwidth at
the halfpower point (0.707 times the resonant amplitude); see Figure 38.
Because the value of Q is so important in the prediction of
bellows flow-indtlced vibration amplitudes, and even for proper data
reduction as discussed earlier, a large number of bellows mechanical
vibration tests were conducted from which Q values could be obtained.
Figure 39 shows the test s_t-up used for the mechanical vibration tests.
I Each bellows was mounted in a special fixture which rigidly connected
the end flanges. The reason for this was to ensure that the vibration modes
excited would be the same as those observed in the flow-excitation tests.
Figures 40 and 41 show O values obtained from the forced vibration
tests. In general, the following trends are noted (see also Figure 42):
(a) The bellows damping is generally most sensitive to peak
strain amplitudes, with the damping increasing as strain
increases.
(b) Single-ply bellows of different configurations, tested under
similar conditions (same strain level, same internal media,
etc.) do not necessarily have the same Q values.
(c) For one configuration of bellows, increasing the number of
plies from one to two significantly increases the damping
(reduces Q); however, going to three plies adds littlemore
damping, if any, over the two-ply configuration.
(d) For bellows with a liquid as the contained media, damping
may greatly increase at low absolute pressure;s.
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il The fact that damping increases as the strain level increases
, _._ means that the damping is a nonlinear function of amplitude and,
therefore, the line.%rmodel in Figure 37 is not necessarily valid.
I Valid Q values can, however, stillbe assigned if it is realized that
" .
_, t_h_ev,depen d on strain level. The fact that the bellows damping is non-
= lineal"is really no surprise, since structural damping is often of this
_"( n_ature (see L_zan's discussion of hysteretic damping in Reference ii).
The second trend noted above is that bellows with differeht con-
I figurations do not necessarily have the same Q values for similar test
' (, conditions. This is undoubtedly caused by a lack of a proper correlation
model for the bellows damping. In other words, ifwe could develop an
i (_ analytical model which allows prediction of damping in terms of convo-
i |_ lution configuration, strain level, etc., then the damping data should
"correlate" Such a model has not yet been developed, but efforts along
{i these lines will be attempted. For the present, we have no recourse but
(j to use the data in Figures 40 and 41 to define conservative Q values for
design and analysis purposes.
t Table V and Figure 43 summarize what we consider to be a best
i estimate of conservative Q values for various situations. The user of
! []. this data is advised to always tend toward the higher Q values where a
!._ choice must be made.
[-
i , II.9 Other Influences
i i- In practice, it has been found that several factors, in addition to
•! those already discussed, can have an influence on the magnitude and
• character of bellows flow-induced vibrations; these factors are, (a)
presence of an upstream elbow, (b) angulation of the bellows, (c) non-rigidly
! ) attached piping, and (d) acoustic resonances of the duct system. The firstthree influences are discussed briefly in this section and the subject of
"acoustic resonance effect" is treated in the following section.
',' Upstream Elbow Effect
t! Because it had been observed that some bellows installed immediatelydownstream of a duct bend were Seemingly more susceptible to flow-induced
failure problems than those in straight sections, a small investigation was# i
_,iI undertaken to study this. One of the calibr_-_ted test bellows was placed in
the flow system, as shown in Figure 44, and located immediately down-
stream of a short-radius 90-degree elbow. Flow-induced strain ampli-
• The test was repeated with the same bellows in a straight run with all
other conditions kept the same.
" _,] 75
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s
i Specific Spring Number Internal Media Curveirate {see Note 1) Plies (see Note Z) - No.
i all ranges 1 low pressure gases 1
" over 2000 lb/in Z 1 high pressure ga,'.es, light liquids i
over ZOO0 1 water, d,_nse liquids Zl"
! under 2000 1 high pressure gases, light liquids Z
" under Z000 I water, dense liquids 3
over 3000 Z all 3
2000-3000 Z all pressure gases 4
_ under Z000 2 all pressure gases 5[2
2000-3000 Z all liquids 5
under 2000 2 all liquids 6{!
_.'
over 3000 3 all 4
| _ 2000-3000 3 all 5
_ _ _ under 2000 3 all pressure gases 5 -
under ZOO0 3 all liquids 6
i I" Use of Table - To use table, first calculate bellcws spec,_.ficspring rate,
then look up application curve number corresponding to
" _ this specific spring rate, number of plies, and internal
,_ Note 1: The specific spring rate is here defined as
l i S.S.R. - KANc
DmN p
or is the spring rate per convolute, per ply, per unit of
l i diameter.
_5 Note 2: Low pressure gases will be defined here _._ being those
I:! gases below 150 psia. Light liquids will be de_ined as
having a density, relative to water, of less :than 0. Z.
TABLE V
lj Applications Information for Use with Q Values
; Data in Figure 43
i
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Figure 45 shows the results of these tests. Notice that two things
have changed about tb_e response of the bellows with the elbow preset, t,
compared with the response with no elbow. First, the mean fluid velocity
range over wl_dch flow excitation occurs has been shifted down by about
45 percent. Second, note that the strain level for a given mode of
vibration has significantly increased, or that the strain amplitude at a
given fluid velocity has increased.
The explanation for the difference in bellows vibration with, versus
without, an upstream elbow is that the velocity profile is skewed or dis-
torted because of the presence of the elbow (see Figure 45). This causes
an excessive d_mamic fluid loading on the convolutions downstream of the
outer bend region az:d possibly a reduced loading downstream of the inner
region; the net effect is an increased effective value of the fluid velocity
along the surface of the bellows, causing the vortex shedding to lock-in
: on the bellows vibration at a lower-than-normal mean fluid velocity.
While further tests must be performed to better quantify the
influence of an upstream elbow on bellows vibration levels, we can say
for the present that au increase in stress level by a factor of about 2 is
possible for a given mean velocity. Elbows with more generous radii
of curvature, or located further upstream, would most likely net cause
this great an increase in flow-induced stress levels.
Non-Rigid D uctin_g
As might be expected, if the ductiug attached to the ends of a
bellows is not rigid then the character of the flow-induced vibration can
' be changed compared with the ideal case of perfectly rigid attachments.
There ave apparently two ways that the bellows vibrations can be affected;
first, the modal frequencies can be changed (generally lowered), and
second, additional damping can be "added" or energy dissipated through
the attacln_nents.
For most cases, the modal frequencies of a bellows will not be
significantly changed because of flexible attachments. The reason for this
is that the bellows is generally so much more ilexible than the attached
ducting, particularly in ti_e longitudinal or axial direction. Apparently,
however, significant damping can be introduced by allowing duct flexi-
i bility as evidenced by some of our experimental observations. While we
can't at this time report any quantitative results, the reader should take
note of these observations. Whenever a bellows is undergoing a qualifi-
cation test, our observations indicate that particular care should be
, 79
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exercised so that the bellows attachments are at least as rigid as in
the actual installation. This should help ensure that the flow-induced
vibration levels attained in the qualification test are at least as great
as the actual installation.
Angulation of Bellows
At the present time, we have no quantitative information to
report concerning the effect of angulation on bellows flow-induced
vibrations. It would seem, based on the results of the upstream elbow
tests discussed above, that angulation might lead to an increase in
vibration levels because of the excess fluid loading on the outer bend
region. Also, however, angulating a bellows might cause a change in
the mode frequencies and damping. At this time, effect of angulation
must be considered unknown and we caution the reader to be conserva-
tive in dealing with this situation.
II. 10 Acoustic Resonance
In a previous section entitled "Fluid Loading Effects, " we
discussed how acoustic loading can increase the number of degrees of
freedom of a bellows system by producing coupled bellows-acoustic modes.
When this type of coupling occurs, ithas been generally observed that
very significant pressure fluctuations can be propagated throughout the
fluid systen_. Appendix D discusses a mechanism of noise production
_- as a result of a vibrating bellows exciting the longitudinal acoustic duct
modes. In addition, however, acoustic resonances have been observed
! to cause a significant increase in the flov¢-induced stress levels. This
_-" second effect is apparently a result of the acoustic resonance flow and/or
pressure fluctuations coupling with the vortex shedding process to pro-
duce a force amplification, as will now be discussed.
In the preliminary air flow testing of one free bellows, it was
; noted that the specimen showed virtually no response up to a rather high
t velocity where, quite suddenly, the response became very significant.
This sudden onset of response was accompanied by very significant
i acoustic radiation from the entire flow loop, indicating that an acoustic
resonance existed in the facility. A calculation of the stress indicator
{discussed in the next section) value at the air velor:ity where this
l phe)lomena started, gave a value of only a few thousand psi. It was felt
that the vibration observed :was much more severe than it should have
been, and this was attributed to an enhancement of the vortex shedding
by the acoustic resonance. At this point it was believed to be a longi-!
tudinal resonance which caused this effect.
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Following this preliminary air flow test, two different bellows
were extensively investigated in order to find out more about the
influence of acoustic resonance on the bellows response. One of these
bellows was tested using two different gases; air and Freon 1Z. These
two gases were selected because of the great difference in speed of
sound. Under ambient conditions, air has an isentropic speed of sound
approximatc!y equal to 1100 feet per second, while the isentropic speed
of sound for Freon 1Z is about 485 feet per second. Also, the Freon has
a greater density (by a factor of about 5) under the same conditions. To
be able to assess separately the effect of density and speed of sound,
flow tests were conducted at different mean pressure levels with each
gas. Therefore, bY comparing the test results with one gas at different
pressures, the effect of density was determined. Figure 46 shows, for
example, acceleration level at the predominant response frequency,
{measured at the bellows flange) as a function of mean air velocity for
two different mean pressure levels. Qualitatively, the response is the
same for the two cases, and shows no significant vibration up to a critical ..
flow velocity, where, suddenly the bellows subsequently responds well in
various flow-induced modes of vibration as the velocity is further increased.
This critical velocity is the same for both mean pressure levels,as may be __
seen in Figure 46. This onset of bellows vibration is accompanied by a
great increase in the acoustic noise level at the same predominan_ fre-
quencies that exist in the flange acceleration signal.
The results of the tests conducted with the Freon were qualitative]y
the same as with _ae air; the critical flow velocity at which the bellows
suddenly began to respond was, however, much lower. In fact, the
critical flow velocity with the Freon was about half that experienced with
the air. This is just what we expected might happen, assuming the
responsible mechanism to be an acoustic resonance, since reducing /
the speed of sound would cause a reduction in the frequency (hence, flow i
velocity) required to give a resonant condition. -:
To further verify the acoustic resonance idea, the acoustic pres-
sure field inside the bellows was mapped out, with the aid of a small __
microphone; the result is illustrated in Figure 47. Itwas determined
that we were getting excitation of coupled radial-axial acoustic modes_
with the maximum sound pressure level, in the radial direction, occurring -J-
._ in the vicinity of the bellows internal diameter, while the sound pressure
level maximum, in the axial direction, is half way along the convoluted _i
length of the bellows. There is an acoustic pres_¢ure minimum all along -J
!
!
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the geometric bellows axis. The acoustic field described above is
being excited by the vortex shedding from the bellows convolutions. In
turn, the acoustic resonance apparently enhances the vortex shedding,
; causing "greater-than-expected" response levels.
The reason for the sudden occurrence of this phenomena at some
, critical flow velocity is as follows: At low fluid velocities, hence low
vortex frequencies, the acoustic wavelengths are too long to "fit" in
the bellows in a radial direction; therefore, the radial acoustic waves
which are generated experience pure attenuation. When a high enough
shedding frequency is achieved (hence, a high enough fluid velocity),
the wavelengths are short enough to "fit" radially, and, therefore, cause a
i radial resonance condition and couple with an axial acoustic mode.
It is very important to note that this radial acoustic resonance
( was observed even when the bellows was completely restrained to prevent
any possible convolution vibrations (this was done by covering the bellows
on the outside with a thick coat of epoxy). Under these conditions, the
i acoustic resonance was not as strong as with the bellows free to vibrate.
Even so, accelerometer data monitored at the bellows flange showed
strong acceleration levels at the acoustic resonant frequency, plus
nurnercus harmonics. This implies that the use of an accelerometer
for bellows vibration monitoring where an acoustic resonance occurs
can be very misleading. A comparison was made during one test of
i_ the spectral content of convolute strain and flange acceleration, and
• the results were grossly different. The reader should, therefore, be
wary of accelerometer data which is taken where an acoustic resonance
- occurs, and which shows strong response at multiples of the vortex
_i shedding frequency,
' i In conclusion, the effect of a radial acoustic resonance in bellows
, / _ leads to greatly increased flow-induced stress levels and sharp increases
in the sound level in the duct system a,_the vortex shedding frequency,
: i and at multiples of this freque.ncy. A rough judgment can be made as to
-_ the likelihood of a radia ! acoustic resonance occurring by comparing the
calculated acoustic wavelength with the outside diameter of the bellows.
I When this calculated wavelength becomes small enough to about equal thebellows outside diameter, then acoustic resonance may occur, and any
bellows structural modes cor_esponding to this frequency may be strongly
-I excited.
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II.Ii P,ellows Flow-Induced Stress
Best Model ,
The present "best model" for predicting bellows flow-induced
stress levels involves calculating the maximum relative convolute
displacement by the method discussed previously in this chapter, and
then calculating a corresponding stress level from an existing stress-
deflection the, ory. The steps in thus calculating flow-induced stress are
summarized below:
Step A - Calculate the maximum convolute relative displacement
of one-half of a convolute from the expression
C m FQ lx = (31) i
K A
whe re -
C m =-_-_ + sin :-- .\Z Nc (3Z) 1
_2
• and
i
F = C F w (Dih+h Z) (i/2pV z) (33)
J
_' The values of C F and Q may be found from Figures
36 and 43, respectively. The mode number N may
be determined as a function of fluid velocity by the
.- method outlined in Section II.4(see Tables IIIand IV). (
Step B - Calculate the stress corresponding to the maximum [_
convolute displacement x by an existing method,
such as outlined in Appendix B.
o!
Step____._C- If an upstream elbow is present for the subject bellows ,_
installation, then some upward adjustment of the calcu-
,, lated stress is necessary. For a severe bend immediately
upstream of a bellows, multiply the calculated stress by _-_
Z.0 to correct for the elbow. For "less severe" cases,
" I multiply by I.5 to correct for the upstream elbow. [[
At this point it is well to point out the currently known limitations
? -
and potential limitations of this model, including estimated possible errors.
The model, as discussed in this chapter, has evolved from a theory which
is supported by some empirically-obtained factors; these are the vortex
L
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:" force coefficient C F and the amplification factor Q. Values of C F
and Q were obtained from tests of bellows, and a special single convolute
lviodel, having internal diameters of 1.5 inches and Z.0 inches. Bellows
' with a range of geometries were tested in these two sizes. It is evident,
therefore, that the model as it stands has only been verified for bellowsi
1 of this general size. A potential limitation, then, is in the use of the C F
"- and Q values reported herein for much larger (or smaller) bellows. Also,
C F data was only obtained with internal water flow. However, we are
confident that the C F values thus obtained can be used for gas flow through
this general size bellows if no acoustic resonance occurs.
Probably the greatest potential source of error in calculating flow-
induced stress for a given bellows is the value picked for the amplification
: factor Q from Figure 43. As discussed previously, we have not yet
t; developed we a satisfactory damping
what be].ieved is correlation method
which includes the effect of all factors illustrated in Figure 4Z. The data
i given in Figure 43 is felt to be conservative, or give "high" Q values.
Other sources of error are the occurrence of acoustic resonances
in the duct system and non-rigid "end conditions"° Acoustical resonances(.
(j tend to amplify the vortex shedding forces, while non-rigid attached ducts
tend to reduce vibration amplitudes because of increased damping.
• ")! The sources of error and their potential effect on the calculationL./'
procedure are summarized below:
(a) Vortex Force Coefficient C F - The C F values given in
Figure 36 are conservative in that they represent the upper
I_i limit of the experimental data. Our observations show thatthese C F values are good for bellows vibrating vigorously
so that there is "good coupling" between the vibrating bellows
_ and the vortex shedding. For bellows which do not vibrate! vigorously (have low stress values) these C F values will tend
to be high; but this will result in conservative answers.
[/
[i Ibl D  .mic Amplification(OIValues- valuesof given
in Figure 43 are conservative, or at the upper limit of experi-
",t,,"
should ]_,e quite good, but for a "low spring rate" bellows they
will tend to be high but give conservative answers.
(9} Acoustical Resonance (Radial and Helmholtz) - An acoustical
/ resonance of the type discussed in Section If.I0 will tend to
_l make the calculated stress levels v eir,y conservative. As aI/
rule of thumb, we suggest that the acoustical resonance may ,,
cause a stress amplification of the order of 5.
U
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(d) Upstream Elbow The presence of an upstream elbow
causes excessive flow-induced stresses for a given fluid
velocity, We don't have much quantitative data on this
effect but suggest correcting the calculated stres ses
upward by as much as 2,0 to account for the elbow,
(e) Heat Transfer Effect - A potentially great influence on
bellows flow-induced stress can be caused by heat transfer ..
induced changes of phase or fluid state within the bellows.
This effect is currently under investigation,
Improved Stress Indicator _
.4
In Quarterly Report No. 5 (16) , we developed the preliminary
, form of a quick method for estimating the dynamic flow-induced stress ""
level for a given bellows installation. This method consisted of calculating i
a "Stress Indicator" which was a number roughly proportional to stress and
apparently valid for judging the relative severeity of bellows vibrations.
We are stillconvinced that the "Stress Indicator" approach is useful and ._
valid. The purpose of this section is to present an "Improved Stress
Indicator" which is based on the "best model" stress calculation procedu_'e "
discussed above. -_
i
The basic equations which describe flow-induced stress, as given
in Sections If.5 to If.7, are
F = C F Ap(I/2 @V 2) = CFApp d (34) 1
_2
x=CmFO ,351
and _J
Stress = CsEtx (36)
, h2
The objective of the "Stress Indicator" approach is to combine these !Jexpressions in a simple form so as to give a single expression for stress
which contains only readily-known bellows dimensional data, or parameters,
and flow variables. Therefore, we will assume the following: _1
88 " jij
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° _
i,
(a) Ap can be approximated by
Ap = =Dmh
: (b) C F is known from Figure 36
(c) C m can be approximated by
; Cm - 1
" 4N c
. _ (d) K A can be approximated by .
(e) Q can be found from Figure 43.
1!_ (f) The factor Cs is approximately constant for all l=_llows.
' ( i Based on these assumptions, Equations (34), (35), and (36) n._y be combined
(: to give
' i ; Sinc_ C s has been ass_nned constant, we can extract a quantity from
, t • Equation (37) which is approximately proportional to flow-induced stress
t for all bellows; this quantity is
Stress Indicator -\ Np ] kF] (1/Zo V2) = . Np ,!\_,_'] Pd (38)
This expression for Stress Indicator is slightly different from that given
t in Reference (16) and is closer to the real situation. To perform calcu-lations with Equation (38), it is first necessary to find C F and Q from
Figures 36 and 43, respectively.
: Bellows Fatigue Life
1t To supplement the Stress Indicator given in Equation (38), we have
prepared a preliminary plot (Figure 48) for predicting bellows fatigue life
which gives the number of cycles to failure as a function of Stress Indicator.
t The actual time to failure can be calculatedby dividing the number of cycles
by the appropriate modal frequency, (see Section II. 4, Tables III and IV).
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The data in Figure 48 represents a collection of all failure cases
which we have observed in the laboratory, plus sorne data for the F-I
engine ASI line failures, and for S-IVB J-Z engine LOX feedline bellows
(with appropriate accounting of the upstream elbow). This fatigue data
must be considered preliminary because of the small number of sample
: points used in its compilation, but should be good enough, at the very
least, to help judge relative severity of various bellows installations.
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III. BELLOWS LINER DESIGN AND EXTERNAL
DAMPING DEVICES
III.1 Cone Liners for Reduction of Vibrations
A limited study of cone-shaped liners was made with the specific
purpose of determining how much of the bellows must be covered by the
liner to effectively stop zqow-induced vibrations. The liners being con-
sidered here are simple, truncated, hollow cones formed from thin sheet
metal which are mounted at the entrance of a bellows and extend into the
bellows itself. The cone shape allows angular movement of the bellows but
also produces a constriction, and a resulting pressure drop, which is
discussed in the next section.
An initialaspect of the liner study was to determine the nature
of the velocity profiles downstream of the liner; this, itwas hoped, would
provide some insight into how far the liner should extend into the bellows
to prevent vibration. Pitot tube traverses were run downstream of con-
vergent inserts mounted in a Z-inch ID duct to determine the shape of a
fluid jet as it emerges from the end of a cone liner. The resultant
velocity profiles are shown in Figure 49 where the velocity downstream
has been normalized by the velocity at the center of the cone exit.
The influence of the cone angle was not very pronounced, but there
was a vena-contracta present with the 30 ° cone which was not present with
the 10 ° or ZO° cones. This was quite noticeable from the Pitot differential
pressure which represents the square of velocity. However, the actual
center velocity at the vena-contracta was only about 3% greater than at
the cone outlet. Comparison of _he flow profiles at station #6 with and
without the inserts shows that the flow is noticeably affected as far as 5 or
6 outlet diameters away from the insert. This would indicate that a con-
siderablepart of a bellows could be left uncovered when a cone-shaped
liner is used.
In order to determine the extent to which this information could be
applied to an actual situation, two -1/Z-inch ID bellows of different convolution
geometries (#110 and #11Z)* were flow tested with water using a movable
liner that could be positioned at any axial location within the bellows. Since j
* See Appendix A for a list of dimensional data on all test bellows.
9z
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Ithe effect of cone angle on the flow pattern was rather small._ only one
li_er configuration was tested. The liner had an outlet diameter of
I-i/4", a length of 11/16", and arl0 ° included angle. The fluid velocity
was varied fron_ 0 to 70 ft/sec based on bellows diameter and maximum
dynamic strain was recorded for several liner positions. The results
are shown in Figure 50.
Even with the liner completely withdrawn from the bellows, the
_train level was reduced from that of an unlined bellows; this result is "
in agreement with th_ velocity profile observations. However, all modal
vibrations were not stopped until the liner covered all but one or two
convolution roots. The modes which were present did not occur in order.
In some cases the first mode was present at two different flow rates while
the second mode was completely absent over the entire flow range.
Operating the bellows at an angle did not significantly affect the
dynamic strain readings for these particular bellows-liver arrangements.
There probably are cases where the effects of angulation are significant.
The effectiveness of a cone liner or the effect of angulation would
be difficult:to predict analytically due to the highly turbulent expansion
which takes place at the liner exit. The tests which have been performed
can serve as a guide, but more testing of different types of bellows is _i
required before reliable empirical design is possible. At this time, how-
ever, we offer the following design guidelines:
: (I) If the bellows failure problem without a liner is severe,
then the liner should cover most ifnot all of the active -,
: convolutions. If pressure loss is a problem, the liner
might be reduced .__length somewhat, possibly allowing
some bellows vibrat._on. Testing should be performed to "!
verify the design; preferably, a "before and after" test -Jl
should be conducted with one or more bellows.
I
(Z) If the bellows vibrations are not too severe without the
liner then a very short liner extending over, say, about
o,,e-fourth of the convoluted length should offer substantial -}
reduction in vibration levels. Again, the design should be _]
" verified with testing.
.%
(3) On any liner design, an important consideration is weight
which means the liner thickness, as well as length, should
be minimized. Any proposed design should be subjected to\ da buckling analysis to assure that itwill not collapse as a
! 94
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result of the gifferential pressure. Also, the designer should
be aware of potential "splitting" problems caused by turbu-
lent flow excitation of tne liner. High dynamic pressure
situations should be approached with care.
IIl. Z Pressure Loss of Cone Liners
An important point for consideration in regard to a proposed ..
liner design is that the pressure loss be acceptable. It has been demon-
strated that a liner can, in fact, increase the pressure drop compared
with the bare bellows. The purpose of the following discussion is to ..
demonstrate a simple procedure for estimating liner pressure drop
characteristics.
Usually, a typical liner can be considered, from a fluid mechanics
point of view, to consist of a contracting section followed by an expansion :
or, in some cases, an expansion followed by a contraction or, possibly
even a series of expansions and contractions depending on the specific
configuration. Assuming this to be true, then using information available
in the literature for losses resulting from expansions and contractions, --
; the liner overall pressure loss can be estimated. Figure 51 gives all of
~ •
: the information needed for estimating these losses. Note that for either ,
a contraction or expansion, the pressure drop is characterized by
h
: Ap 2 /Dz)Z '; : 2 vl [1-(D1 ]2
]
I = v22 [(Dz/DI -i] _
where K is a loss factor defined in terms of the geometry of the duct as
shown in Figure 51. I
J
This prediction procedure has been checked experiraentally for the ]
liner illustrated in Figure 52 which is a conical configuration typical of a )
currently used design.
For a zero deflection angle, the pressure loss for this case will .a'_
._ be the collective result of, first, the contraction in the cone section and,
'" second, the uncontrolled expansion when the fluid exits the cone. The
pressure drop will therefore be given by l
Ap P- .2= 2 (Kc+KE)[(Dz/DI)2-1] 2 VZ
J
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- From Figure 51, the value of K c for this cone geometry is about 0.35.i
i_ The value of K E for an uncontrolled expansion is i.0, thus
; I ' P
I Z_p =_ (1.35)[(I.22)2-i]2 V22 = (0.324) (I/2PV22)
i Figure 5Z shows pressure drop as a function of mean flow velocitypredicted
by the above equation, and also the pressure drop obtained experimentally
for this same conical liner configuration. Figure 52 aIJ3 shows the experi-
i mentally obtained pressure loss for the bare bellows (no liner)used for
the tests. In this case, the liner is responsible for an increase in pressure
i loss.
'i III. 3 External Damping Devices
ii One possible means of reducing the stresses in a bellows resulting
i from internalflow is to add damping to the bellows structure. The attrac-
tive feature of thismethod of reducing stress is that itallows the designer
I ( to possibly "fix"a bellows which has demonstrated some fatiguetendencies,
L but is otherwise satisfactory. Our work to date in this area has been
! I_ strictly exploratory; several external damping ideas have been tried! with two basic objectives, (1) to find out in a quantitative fashion how
! " much the damping can be increased under ideal conditions, and (P.) to
li compare the relative increase in damping for several devices or ideas°Three types of external damping ideas have been tried thus far; these are:
tl (i) Fillingthe convolutions with some damping material,usually a viscoelastic material, such as RTV rubber,
3M strip-caulk (a puttyglike material), and a polystyrene
t.i foam.
(2) Placing a metal spring or rubber "O" ring in each
I I convolution.
(3) Wrapping the exterior of the bellows with screen wire.
Figure 53 shows a photograph of several bellows with various
external damping devices added. Flow tests have been run on several of
Ill these "damped" bellows to explore very briefly theirpossfbilities.Figures54 and 55 show some of the test sults. In Figur 54, a comparison is
shown between an undamped bellows and the same bellows with two types
Ijl of dampers; the external screen and the neoprene "O" rings. In general,
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both devices provided considerable damping; however, the "O" ring
dampers allowed some resonance effect at about 60 ft/soc flow velocity,
whereas the external screen did not. Figure 55 shows a comparison of
, an undamped bellows and two others with damping devices; one of the
damped bellows hgd 3M striF-caulk packed in the convolutions and the
other had coil springs wound around the out_ide of each convolution.
The two damped bellows exhibited about the same vibration character-
istics, as may be seen f:.'om _"igure 55, and both reduced the vibration
level by a considerable amount (about Z orders of magnitude near the
re sop.ant points).
In general, we believe that these exploratory tests have demon-
strated that it is, indeed, possible to add considerable dar:aping to a bellows
by uze of some external device. A word of caution must be added here,
however, because our tests were only conducted on free bellows and for
conditions where the first few modes could be excited. For a flexible
__ hose or the higher modes of a free bellows, it is not known what kind of
. device will be required. Of course, some of the devices which were
' t, ied would obviously r, ot work for a flexible hose.
Another point which the reader will undoubtedly note is that some
of the damping devices which were tried are absolutely not practical for
c._e rea3on or another; for example, the external ocreen, as _hown,
would not allow a free bellows to flex; a variation of this idea will, how-
ever. Also, neopre:-_e, the strip-caulk, and the polystyrene foam will
not work at cryogenic temperatures. As mentioned previously, one
objective of these tests was to find out how much damping can be intro-
duced under ideal conditions, and this is vch_y some impractical devices
were tried. The important po.nt of the res_itlts is that considerable ]
damping can be added; the problem now is to discover practical devices.
111.4 Summary of Bellows Vibration Suppression
We have demonstrated in this chapter that both cone liners and
: external damping devices are effective in suppressing bellows flow-
induced vibrations. Eoth types of devices have been used in the past by
bellows m_nufacturers for this very purpose. Seine points are important
, _ to reemphasize _bout the use of these devices:
' (1) Cone liners can cause a significant increase in the
pressure drop across the bellows.
(Z) Cone liners can experience both buckling failures,
: because of the large differential pressure, and fatigue
failures because of turbulence-induced vibrations.
4
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(3) External damping devices can be as effective as a cone
liner without causing an increase in pressure loss.
(4) Care must be exercised iri the application of external
dazr_ping devices to ensure that the damping is actually
increased.
J
.!
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/IV. BELLOWS AND ELBOW PRESSUR]_ LOSS
IV.1 Description of .Pressure Loss Mechanism
As described in Section II.3, the general behavior of the fluid
through a bellows involves a genc_'ation of vortices in the convolutions.
In the absence of vibrations, the vortex motion inside each convolute
is steady as was shown in Figure 6. With flow-induced vibrations,
toroidal vortices are periodically shed out of the bellows convolutes as
shown in Figure 9.
• Regardless of whether or not there is flow-induced vibration, the
, generation of vortices in the convolutes causes an extraordinarily high
steady flow pressure loss compared with an equivalent length of smooth
tubing. Figu,:e 56 shows a typical plot of the friction factor f as
compared with friction factors for flow through tubes. Recall that the
friction factor is proportional to the pressure drop in a one-diameter
length of tubing (or bellows}, and is related to the pressure loss and
fluid conditions by the equation
Ap : (fL/D) (i/2 pV 2)
Note from Figure 56 that the bellows friction factor increases
drastically as the Reynolds number Js increased over the range from
about 104 _o 106 . This trend is contradictory to the observed behavior
of the friction factor for turbulent flow in a pipe, _'¢hich shows that f
decreases as Reynolds number increases. It is ,Jt_r present belief that
the cause for this peculiar behavior can be explained by the presence of
the x ortices in the convolutes, and the fact that these vortices will trans-
ition from a laminar to a turbulent condition at a higher Reynolds number
than does the main stream flow. We are planning to explore this idea with
a simple analysis in the near future,
IV.Z _iled Bellows Pressure Loss Data and Some Test Results
All pressure loss data for bellows a_d flex hose which was available
in the open literature, or from unrestricted company reports, has been
compiled; this data was presented in Quarterly Report No. 1 (Reference 14).
This compiled data included two different correlation methods giving the
friction factor f in terms o:[bellows geometry and Reynolds number; these
' two correlation methods are illustrated in Figures 57 and 58. Each of
! these correlations gives f, as a function of Reynolds number, in terms of!
' a one-parameter family of curves. The parameter used in the Daniels
,i
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Method for Predicting Frictional Loss in Metal Bellows and Flexible Hose
" >- I.=
'l 1
O0 3 4 I; I --"2 _ 4 _ ( '
t04 105 106 IO7
t! h = Average height of convotutionm inches ReynoldsNumber
" D = Bellows inside oiameter m inches
;_t.,i Figure57. BellowsFrictionFactorCorrelationFromReference 12]
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and Cleveland correlation (Figure 57 and Reference IZ) is the ratio
_ of convolute height to bellows internal diameter. The parameter usedi
' in the Riley correlation (Figure 58 and Reference 13) is the ratio of
convolute pitch to internal diameter. Both Correlaliions can only be
valid at the same time for a series of bellows having convolutions with
exactly similar geometry; i.e., the ratio of convolute height to pitch,
etc., remains constant for all bellows of the series. Therefore, one
or both cannot be completely valid for all bellows, in general.
To get a better insight into bellows pressure loss as a function of
' geometry, and to attempt to clear up the discrepancy of correlation
methods noted above, a series of experiments were conducted with some
selected bellows, and with a special convoluted test model. The special
' i test model, described in Quarterly Report No. Z (Reference 15), had
! ' provision for changing the convolution geometry so that the effect of
i _ geometry on pressure loss could be determined in a controlled manner.
l Figure some pressure drop data with59 sho,x'_ obtained this model.
Figure 60 shows friction factor data reduced from the pressure drop
j data of Figure 59. All of the data in Figures 59 and 60, except one case,
1, for simulated convolutions with identical (or heights). Com-were depths
parison of the data for this condition (curves l, Z, 3 and 4) show a distinct
l! variation in the friction factor. This data tends to invalidate the correla-tion given in Figure 57 since it shows a variation in f for constant values
of h/D i (the ratio of convolute depth to internal diameter). Similarly, a
: comparison of curves 1 and Z in Figure 60 shows some variation in f fori _ bellows having same value X/D i (the pitch
the of ratio of to internal
I diameter). This tends to invalidate the correlation given, in Figure 58,
i i i Thus, we can conclude that neither of the correlations gl,,en in Figures 57i and 58 is entirely or generally valid. Further detailed evaluation of these
two correlation methods has been performed by comparison with more of
i ! ! oar experimental data and that of other investigators. We have concluded,, that:
!
! , (i) The friction factor f i_ almost entirely independent
| [ of h/D i (the ratio of convolute height to internal
diameter); therefore, the correlation given byDaniels
I I and Cleveland (Figure 57 and Referende lP) has no._ meaning for bellows of general geometry and i invalid.
[t (Z) The correlation give,,by Riley (Figure 58 and Reference 13)
t, is r gon1_ valid for allbellows. However, the, Riley-type
correlation could be improved by making it a _,.rue-
I parameter correlation, with the three parameters beingk/Di, k/cr and the fluid density.
,,,
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We recommend that the Riley correlation be used for pressure
loss estimate purpose_ with the user aware of the fact that this method
generally overpredicts pressure loss for liquids and underpredicts for
gases. Also, the Riley correlation tends to overpredict for bellows
with "open" convolution designs ( k/(_ > 2..0), and underpredicts for
bellows with "closed"convolution des:'_gns( k/a < Z.0).
In very general and rough terms, the trends of "good" and "bad"
convolutions configurations are illustrated in Figure 61. It is interesting
to note that the "bad" designs correspond to those geometries which exhibit
the more severe flowoinduced vibration tendencies.
IV. 3 Low Pressure Loss Bellows Configurations _
, _j
• As discussed in Chapter III, a conical liner can be effective in
suppressing flow-induced vibratiuns but can lead to a significant increase i
in the pressure loss if the required contraction is too great. For bellows
not required to angulate, a cone liner can reduce the pressure loss if it )
is proper_y designed Therefore, new ways were sought to reduce losses ;,
which might be useful for bellows required to angulate.
Several specific configurations have been tested. A sketch of one i
configuration is shown in Figure 6Z. This design employ s a rigid skirt,
but not one of conventional design. Rather than neck down the skirt or
liner section, the convgluted section is nlade slightly larger (on the order
of 10_o) and the skirt is kept the same diameter as the duct. The ratio of
skirt diameter to bellows diameter is, of course, dictated by angulation "_
requirements. Just downstream of the bellows a converging section
guides the fluid into the downstream duct. Figure 63 shows pressure loss
as a function of flow rate for this new design a_ v_ell as for a conventional
i skirt design, and unskirted bellows and a smooth wall section of tubing. _.!
• Notice that the conventional cone liner _odel coupling has roughly twice
the pressure drop of the unskirted bellows while the new configuration had iI
about one-half the pressure loss of the bare bellows, .j
Another type of liner which appears to have merit is a screen or 1
wire cloth liner. Because of its flexibility, a cylinder of wire cloth can ,_i
be fitted directly against the inside of the bellows, allowing some angulation.
One test has been performed with this type of liner and the results are ,
shown in Figure 8. Note that a small increase in pressure loss was realized J
over a bare bellows, It is anticipated that use of a finer mesh wire cloth
" llZ !
@
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than us,:cl in ;his first test will res,llt in a._ actual pressure los.', r,.duction.
Po.'qsibly of most value, howew.r, is the fact that this type of liner supl_resses
llow-induced vibratioh.s; this facl has been verified by testing. Although we
,-xperienc_.d no problems in the laboratory, the reader will lik_.ly re.'alize
that there are potential problems with a wire cloth liner, ",hould it break
loose and be carri,d downstream in the. duct system. Atternpt_ to use this
concept should be thoroughly w..rified with foqting.
Two otlmr types of liners were tried, also; a longitudinal wJ.re
_creen l_.af type, and a spiral wound tgpe using either wire screen or
m,-tal shim for thee liner material, Figures 64 and 65 show e.xamples of
; the two types. In general, all liners suppressed flow induced bellows
vibrations. For example, peak flow induced dynamic stress over the test
flow range, in coupling PN 08046 was less than 150 psi with a longitudinal
leaf screen liner compared with about 10,000 psi with no liner.
The pressure loss characteristics of the various liner types were
quite different. The spiral wound metal shim liner (Figure 66) exhibited
the best pressure lous cMracteristics but still needs ._ome development
work, 'rh,. probh.m with the spiral wound metal shim liner was that for
large bend angles the winding tended to be displaced too far axially, causing
separation between adjacent windings. I5 this problem can be cured, this
: type of liner has good possibilities, The spiral wound screen liner (test
!.a not shown) had higher pressure 1o_ than the metal shim liner.
i' ;gure 67 shows test results for the longitudinal leaf screen liner, In
general, the pressure loss characteristics at high flow rate are better than
the unlined bellows for the straight bellows case. For large bend angles,
; however, the longatudinal leaf _creen liner had slightly higher pressure
loss than the unlined bellows at the same angle.,
IV.4 Low Presbure Loss Duct Bend
Introdu lion
Duct elbows are known to have a large pressure los_ rt.latiw; to
the. normal friction loss in straight duct section's, 'the r,.a_on for the,_e
large loss_.s can be attributed to _econdar] flows caut, ed by centrifugal
forc,'s a_d centriiugal force gradiente acting on the. fluid particles in th{.
b,.1M.
fwo experimental oll,ow_ have been con_-tructed and tested m
, order to evaluate a new metho '_ t)£ reducing preseurr, lot, se-_ and improv-
ip.g vt.locity profiles in bendu, Both elbow_, were. built with _,quare entrar_ce
,,nd exit _ection_ to _implify construction, and were identical in _-w:r7
llb
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respect, except that the cross=sectional shapes were different in
the bend region. One elbow was conventional in design and had a
uniform square cross section. Figure 68 illustrates the new duct
design. Note that this new design has an increased area on the inside
of the bend but a decreased area on the outside of the bend; the reason
for this shape will be discussed below. It was found from testing that
the new design had roughly 40 percent less pressure loss than the
conventional design. Itis anticipatedthata greater reduction in loss
could be achieved with more detailedchanges in the cross sectional
' shape.
.Low,L?ss Bend
, Consider Figure 69,which illustrates the flow of an ideal (no
viscosity) fluid through a bend. The predicted velocity profiles
! immediately upstr6am and downstream of the bend are uniform.
Typical profiles for a real fluid flowing through a bend are shown in
Figure 69. Here, because of the centrifugal force gradient which
exists at the start of the turn, the high energy fluid tends to migrate
to the outside of the elbow while the low energy fluid goes to the inside
', of the elbow; such a fluid migration constitutes a secondary flow, This
mixing plus the mixing which occurs downstream as the fluid develops
a normal velocity profile in the downstream duct causes a pressure loss
which is nominally about an oPder of magnitude greater than the normal
i frictionor viscous losses in a straightduct.
• i
t
Ifon,-could, by some means, effectivelyreduce the driving force
, 'Li for this secondary flow without reducing the mean fluidvelocityin the
• I channel, then the overall elbow pressure los_ could be reduced. To
: accomplish this reduction in secondary flow itwould be necessary to
; decelerate the fluid near the suction wall and accelerate the fluid near
the pressure, or outer, wall. Once thiswere accomplished, there
• _hould be two r_sults: Fit'st, the overall pressure oifferential across
i_ th,_ bend should be decreased and, consequently, low energy fluid migra-
tion to the inner wall reduced. Secondly, _he centrifugalforce gradient
should be reduced s9 that the migration of high energy fluidto the outer|.
i"i wall i. 8u_pre seed.
The m_nner in which the duct cross,sectional shap_ _aould be
i about th_mo local accel_ration_ and decelerations of thechanged
to bring
fluid can be estimated analytically.
• {, ,!_,
/i I1
• / 121 ,,
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Figure68,illustrationOfNewElbowDesign
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Neglecting viscous effects, the velocity profile at the start of a
bend will tend to be of the form (see Figure 69a)
kl
_(r): r
where
(r 2-r 1) V
k 1 - _n(r2/rl )
Here, v(r) is the local fluid velocity as a function of radius r measured
from _he center of curvature of the bend, r 2 is the outer wall radius,
r 1 the inner wall radius and V the mean fluid velocity in the duct.
To suppress the secondary f_ows it has already been argued that
the centrifugal force gradient should he made equal to zero Iconstant
centrifugal force across the bend); this means that the corrected duct ,I
local velocity v'(r) should be of the form
i
2 :k2 , _,I
r
where k 2 is a constant, Therefore, the bend duct height must be
corrected so that the local velocity in the bend tends to a value . !
!
v (r) = (k2r)0""5
or
z zL kl Im
v'(r) : C(r) " re(r)
The quantity C(r) is a duct correction factor and has a value equal to .'1._'
i,
I
. C(r) = klk2 "0" 5 r.l, 5 1l
\
\ To define k_. , we will arbitrarily ,_pcify that the corrected duct have i
everywhere a centrl_ugal force equal to the ideal cen_.erline centrifugal ,'
force in the originalduct; in other words
Ski 2
k_=_ I
i
_' r
" ,124
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and, therefore
C(r) = 0.354 (r2_rl) 1"5
To correct a given duct, the height across the ".end must be
modified by the quantity C(r) . In other words, if h(r) is the
uncorrected duct height as a function of _adius, then the cozrectel
duct height h'(r) is
h'(r) = C(r) h(r)
i , This type of correction can be applied equally well to square, rectangular,
circular, etc., ducts.
.. _lental Results
. | Two experimental elbows have been constructed al_,c_tested to
[ verif'-the concept described in the foregoing. Both elbo_;s"h_d identical
cross-sec6ional areas, and inner 'and outer wall radii; the oni_"difference __
: | was that one elbow had a corrected cross-sectional shape in accordance
!
with the above. Figure 68 illustrates the corrected e'_bow, Both test
items were installed in a water flow systenl and overall pz'essu_e loss
was monitored. On bo_h elbows, the pressure loss was mea.%r-r_d betweentwo points several duct e,idths u.pstrealm and downstream froln the bend;
Figure 70 shows the restt_ting overall pre,_sure loss for both test items,
_') It is readily seen that th,_ ,,ew design has a lovJ,r overall loss, hence, _is
more effic_,ent.
_ F_gur_ 71 sho'.,.._ plots o_ the cross-channel pressure envelopes forthe two experimental e!bows_ Note the reduction in the peak pressure .
differential for the new de_'.gn. This reduction in cross-channel pressure
,' di_ .... :_tial means d_at the driving for_:e for the _uid migration, discussed
I'll earlier, has been reducedmand, therefore: a reduction _n overall pressure
( loss is expected. :
\<_ ,'
ConclusiOn ',
reduce pressure losses in _uct elbows by' pzoperly designiug _he duc_ cross_,;r'
•, ., section in the he_d regioo so a_ to minimise secondary flows and, hence,
basic shape, ,, '.:
]9700]6070-]28
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V_ CONCLUSIONS AND F_ECOMNIENDATIONS
V. 1 Conclusions
A numoer of conclusions have been derived from the study to -
date; these arc listed below:
'J " 1
Bellows Flow-Induced Vibrations -_
(I) Flow-induced vibration of bellows is caused by a fluid- -I
elastic instability; specifically it is caused by fluid vortex .3
- "i _ shedding from the bellows convolutions which couples with
: the convolution vibrations. In the absence of convolute -|
; motion there is no well defined la_:ge scale vortex shedding. "J
c
(Z) The frequency of the vortex shedding can be related to the i]
fluid velocity and convolute dimensions through the use of
J
a Strouhal n_mber given by
1 S = Is a/V
!:' where fs is the shedding frequeficy, V the velocity, and -!
the convolute tip width. This Strouhal number appears
to be a weak function of only one parameter which is k/_ , i
- the ratio of pitch to tip width.
,i
(3) The fluid pressure force which is exerted on a single
bellows convolute can be expressed in the form _
F = CFA p (1/2pV 2)
where (5 F is a vortex force coefficient, Ap is the heigb.t
area of the convolute, p is fluid density, and V velocity.
The data obtained for C F from a number of bellows tests _)
shows it to be a strong function of the parameter k / _ .
• ,] (4) It appears that, because of a vortex reinforcement phenomena, !_
" 4 there are :'optimum" values of k/(y which result in local
_.";-] minimum or maximum values of C F. Therefore, theze might [[!
be some advantage in designing the convolute geometry to _|
give a minimum C F value. In general, "open" convolution
designs are bette2 than "closed" designs. ,_
U
/ // i ',_ic
lZ8 I
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=i (5) The respo._se of a given bellows to flow excitation can
be predicted with faix"accuracy with a method described
_ in this report. Strictlyspeaking, and because no 8upport-
t._ ing data is presently available, this method is presently
,_ limited to bellows flowing liquidsand having a size of
[ about Z-inches ID. We believe, however, the method can
; ,_ safely be extended to include gases and larger bellows. One
" important restriction _s that no radial acoustic resonance
i _ be present to cause amplification of the forces. Futurework is intended to extend he validity of this bellows flow
I ti excitationmethod.
• (6) A very important factor in bellows vibratione is the value
of the dynamic amplification factor Q. Test results show
|_ that Q is dependent on the bellows specific spring rate i
I i! :(K N /D ), tbe internal fluid media, and the number of '
._b_. C _lX't - '
pries. A preliminary set of universal Q value curves has i
beenprepareA in terms of known bellows and flow parameters, i
and can be used for present best-estimate purposes. ':
I I! (7) A seecial parameter, called the "Stress Indicator" has been
derived and is felt to be of value in determining the relative
vibration severity o_ various bellows. All information
|_ required to make "Stress Indicator" calculations is contained
l [J in the report.
[.} (8) A preliminary curve giving fatigue failure information has
2 been compiled and can be used to estimate the possibility of
failure of a given bellows.
[1 (9) Various kinds of liners can be very effective in suppressing
bellows .ff_w-induced vibrations. Care must be exercised,
i however, to keep from causing an increase in pressure lossbecause of the liner.
(10) Various kinds of external:damping devices canbe effected
in reducing bellows vibrations. Care must be taken to ensure (i '
that damping i__sadded to the bellows.
l!t
(II) Rather large'errors can be expected when using existing
! spring.rate and stress (in terms of deflection) calculation• methods, largely because of an inaccurate knowledge of true
convolute dimensional data. _
U
, _ IZ9
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(12) The use o2 an accelerom_ter for monitoring be}lows
i'_ow:i-ndu_ced vlbratlon, c_n glv_ mi_leadln_ results . i
as to _he rnoa_ ;_vere modes, o_ vlbration0 particularly
-:, where ae.oustic res_nance_ occur in th_ system,
Be_lows and Elbow Pressure Loss ,' - '_'
j(13) Only one exiatiug bellows pressure _oss correlation
method (see Figure 58} is considered valid for gener_tl
bellows geometry, and this method can lead to rather
,, " large errors in certain cases, _l
/
(14) Careful attentlouto convolution geometry design can
•" ,, result in a 50 percent or more reduction in _ressure _
loss when comparing a good ,design and a poor design.
Typic_.lgood and bad designs were shown in Figure 61.
' In general, a good design is one with small, open convo-
, lutions. Large, close pitch type convolutions generally
give la_'ge ,tOe'_es. ||
,,.j
(15) A bend with changes iu cross section such as described
in this report can result in a substantial reduction in i_ :
pressure loss compared'with a bend o_ constant geometry
cross section.
/
V. Z Recommendations
At this point we have several' xeCondmendations|
(I) It is recommended thatthe bellows flow-induced vibration
calculation p.rocedures presented in this report be used r]
forpredicting the adeq'_acy of bellows designs and appli- _'_,
' cations. The re_tde:, should be aware, however, o£ the
stated lim',itations of the method. In particular, care 11
should be taken inthose cases where acoustic resonance
does_ or may_ occur.
' (Z) It 'is recommeuded that the use q£ external damping devices "
be considered"as a pr_Ctical means o£ suppressi:ug £_ow-
induced, vibration levels. |_
'2
" - 130 ' "
b ' /, S_
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(
i (3) It Is recommended that the bellows pressure losecorrelat!,_n given in Figure 58 be used £oI" prediction
purpose_.
I:: (4} It is recommended tl'_t more work be done to egplore
_ow-ln_luced vibrations off much larger bellows and thus
i valldate:the prediction method for thiscase. Also, a' c reful s ud7 should be made o_fthe acoustlc resonance
- phenomena, /
: i_ (5) Extreme care should be exorcised in interpreting acceler- i
..' ometer data which is taken fc_ bellows flow-indaced
iil monitoringfeasible,purposes. St#ain gages should be used where _."
J
_j
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_' APPENDIX A
?.Dimensional Data for Test Bellows Cited
J
• . ',,,
#
,#
. . :* <
I '
" F L<j?
t.! l -'f ,,
i O'io
[J Nc - Numberofconvolutionscounted
fromtheoutside,
Np=Numberofplys
Bellows Number I!r'' Di ,Do ......Dr]:, [ .....LL N c Np! h k o" t I
,, - , , •
H '
#10!,102,105,112 1.49 2.2,2 1.85 1.80 7 I .35 ,26 .125 .013
... ,,
H :#i03,104,110,114 1.46 2.03 1.74 1.77 8 1 .Z7 .2g .144 •013
P/N-08047, #106 1.98 Z.3Z Z. 16 Z. 15 9 1 . !6 . Z4 . 095 "iO06 '
H -
P/N-08049, #107 1.97 Z.33 2.15 2.15 9 Z .17 .24 .140 .006
P/N-08()51j #I'08 Z. 00 2.34 Z°17 Z. 15 9 3 .15 .Z4 .140 .006
Note: These dimensions are (or geometric description
only, Actual dimensi'0ns for a particular bellows
may vary somewhat from these representative
t dimensions.
DIMENSIONAL DATA FOR TEST BELLOWS CITED
: II
i L ',l
/,'
' A1
_ "
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bellows vibration studies as well as in quasi-staticsituations. However, •/
agreement between experimental and analytical methods is quite poorunless a great deal of care is exercised in obtaining the bellows dimensions
necessary for calculations. Also, the fact that material thickness is not
i_ constant in a formed bellows greatly complicates any analytical method,and necessitates..a Computer approach or the use Of em_-2rical correction
, ,/, 'factors for _tccurate results.
Some fairly simple analytical methods are available which can be
quite useful if accuzacy requirements are not too stringent,
Axial Spring. Rate.
[_ Probably the most successful analytical method for determiningspring rate is the one developed by Battelle Memorial Institute. The' ' 'i
computer program NONLIN which was used in this method provides for [
' _
_] nonlinear elastic deformations as well as for linear deformation. The , lprogram is completely described in 13attelle's TechnicalReport No+ +,I-
AFR PL- TR -_)8-ZZ, I
It was found by 13attelle that,, the dimensional data entered into the i
program is of critical im_orte_nce if reasonable accuracy is expected. In
fact_ the destructive inspection method used in obtaining be!lows, dimensionsis consid red absolutely necessary. The bellows were encapsulated in a
potting compound, secti,onedalong the longitudinalaxis, polished, and then
measured with a machinists microscope. This was done to one samp!s-from' each manufacturing lot. The remaining bellow in the lot were then_used
to obtain the experimental results.
For formed bellows, this technique resulted-in calculated values
which were consistently within 10% 6i'the experimental 'values, For
welded bellows the results were less accurate but still quite good. :
Non-computer techniques are usdally similar to or based on equa-
tions develope¢i bY F_ Salzmann (10). , The Salzmann method is ot_tllned in IFigures B. 1 and B.Z. These equations were developed _or bellows with
constan_ wall thickness and U-shape_,ronvolutions. The results are good
when this type of bellows is analyzed. This method should be especially
. ,-%,
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• - "_l'--'-Cw iOC " ' I Dm
: _ .. _ £TAIL A Di
S;
! _ • LIVE LENGTH DETAIL A
t = WALL. THICKNESS (THICKNESS P_:R PLY
" /F MULTi'- PLY) o
: CF._ FREE PITCH
h • DISC HEIGHTt MEAN
• ¢l B FO_MING R_DiUS, MEAN
Z
'- J O_= MEAN BELLOWS DIAMETER =
-!:_]. D_ u' OUTSIDE BELLOWS DIAMETER
Dj = INSIDE BELLows DIAMETER
.j Nc _: NUMBER OF :CONVOLUTIONS
: _ N_= NUMBER OF PLY
.:-:I K_ = AXIAL 'SPRING RATE
;::-1 "' P _ FORCE TO DP.7'.ECT BELLOWS AN AMOUN_I 8
; }
";_:''_-:I _' = DEFLECTION- OF BELLOWS t AXIALLY
_;::! E =VOUNCSMOOULUS
- _-_ _ = POI$SON'$ RATIO
._ '_, SALZMANN'_ SHAPE FACTOR, See Fig. B. Z
" ! Figure B.I. Bellows Axial Spring l_ate , .!
(From Reference 17) )
BZ
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]_. hj AXIAL EXPANSION 'OF rile QUARTER CONVOLUTION :,
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(From Reference 17) "
J
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seful with deposited bellows or accurately formed bellows where
aterial thinning is not excesaive. The importance of accurate
dimensional data also applies to this method.
Other similar equations for unusual convolution shapes are
given in an artic'_e"Bellows Spring Rate, " by J. D. Matheny in Machine
_, January 196Z.
The Salzmann method given above is taken from the SAE publi- _
cation ARP-735.
When it is impractical to obtain accurate bellows measurements,
and when approximate spring rate is sufficient, the simplified equation
shown below is very convenient:
Nc ..
The nomenclature here is the same as in Figure B. 1.
Table B. I gives a general idea of what can be expected from the "
Salzmann and the simplified methods.
Convolution Shape S U U U S
N c 9 8 7 8 Zl
Np 1 1 1 1 1
D i Z.00 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5
D m Z.16 1.74 1.86 1.75 1.71
t 0. 006 0. 013 0.0!3 0. 013 0.009
h 0.16Z 0. Z56 0. 345 0.Z67 0. Z01 l "
Rate (Test) ZSZ i000 544 877 Z51 1 '
Rate (Salzmann) 378 980 950 870 300 I
Rate (Simplified) 364 855 4Z 8 755 ZZ4 1
TABLE B. 1 Comparison of Calculated and Experimental !
Spring Rate
If very accurate results are required, the spring rate should be determined
experimentally for each individual bellows.
i
"I
J
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Stress-D eflection
In general, the information given in the discussion of spring
rate also applies to stress-deflection relationships. Battelle Memorial
Institute has obtained very good agreement between theoretical and
experimental methods through the use of a computer program. This is
reported in the Battelle Technical Report No. AFRPL-TR-68Z2. The
Salzmann method for stress calculation is given in References i0 and 17.
For the bellows vibration studies in this report, strain gages
were used mainly as monitors for vibration frequency, displacement,
: and relative stress level. However, a few tests were performed which
compared experimentally determined stress with that given by the
i Salzmann equation. The experimental values obtained were in variance
by from about I0 to 30 percent compared with the calculated values.
! In addition to the work of Salzmann and Battelle, other literature
'. of potential value is that of Clark (18), Laupa and Weil (].9)and Turner
and Ford (20).
I
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• _ APPENDIX C
Prediction of Bellows Added Fluid Mass
! for Out-of-Phase Mode
(
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PREDICTION OF BELLOWS ADDED FLUID MASS
I FOR OUT-OF-PHASE MODE
i_ Consider the idealized situation shown in Figure C. 1; here we
: have two adjacent convolutions vibrating out of phase. It is assumed
i
that the convolution Sides remain straight at all times. This motion of
• I two convolutions toward one another forces some fluid to move in the
{
y direction with a velocity as a function of y given by
6h (C.I)
_ From the mon.entum equation, this fluid motion will cause a pressure
'- t/, gradient along the convolution given by
0y (c.z)
_ ( _ d_2 pfy2
} - - (C.3)dy 6h1
i I ' Integration gives (see Figure C. i)
P(Y) - 36 h2- (C.4)
L¢
This is, then, the pressure acting along one side of the convolution
i because of out-of-phase acceleration of twu adjacent convolutions. The
problem now is to compute an effective force which acts on the convolution
as it vibrates. If we knew precisely the mode shape of vib!'ation of the
f:}_] convolution {it has been assumed linear)then this effective force could be
calculated exactly (as could the fluid velocity distribution); we don't know
! the mode shape, however, so that the effe_ctiveforce must be estimated.It is reasonable to assume that it falls ,_omewhere between two limiting
values. The first is computed by calculating the total force acting over
If' the convolution (buth sides)which gives
w D moth 3
[i
,:,. C 1
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This value of force is believed to be too high. A lower limiting value
is felt to be obtained by weighing p(y) with y and integrating over
i the convolution, hencet
: _ F =Jor P(Y) y
dy
_DmPfh 3 (C. 6)
! - 5_
(
t' A more reasonable value is believed to be
i _rDmPfh 3
'/ F - ._ (C.7)
'"; 36
which gives an effective added mass for the out-of-phase mode of
.I'_ _DmPf h3 . i,
m - 36 (c.8) ![
For two different cases, use of this value of added mass has given good
! results when experimental resonant frequency data was compa, red withcalculated data; one was the ring convolution test model discussed
previously, the other was a flexible hose for which the in-phase and
out-of-phase modes were both calculated and observed.
U
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,,, APPENDIX D _. i,
Excitation of Longitudinat Acoustic Resonance
in Flow System
J
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EXCITATION OF LONGITUDINAL ACOUSTIC RESONANCE
| IN FLOW SYSTEM
?
":I When a bellows in a fluid line is experiencing vibrations induced
, (., by the fluid flow, it is generally noted that strong acoustic longitudinal
standing waves are excited in the flow system piping. This phenomenors
i I is caused by the bellows vibration exciting some fluid system acoustic
' mode(s), or more generally stated, resulting in a coupled bellows-liquld
_, mode of the type discussed in the previous section. This coupling effect
i I] may be important for two reasons; first, it is feasible that the acoustic
[J properties of the entire flow system may have a significant effect on the
bellows flow-induced vibration characteristics and_ second, strong
_i acoustic resonance in the flow, with the bellows as a source, may
• adversely affect the performance of other components in the system,
for exan%ple, the turbopump.
For the present discussion, the problem will be simplified by
considering the bellows vibration as uncoupled from the flow system
i acoustics and simply representing a sound source in the system.
Consider Figure D. 1 w'hich shows an idealized case in which we
have a ring vibrating in a pipe; this simulates the vibration of a single-
bellows convolution. From an aceustic standpoint, this vibrating ring
is a _nd source. Without going into the mathematical details
of the near field sound characteristics of this source , we will assume
that, for all practical purposes, this vibrating ring produces a fluctuating
difference in pressure between a point immediately upstream and another
point immediately downstream of the ring.
Now, consider l_igure D. Z, which shows a simplified schematic
of our flow with this idealized dipole source located as shown.
system
Acoustically, we are assuming the system to consist of a line or duct with
'_j " a dipole source at some intermediate poin t and with a constant pressure
reservoir at each end. It is important to note that the pressures p and
velocities v shown in Figure D. _. denote acoustic or nonsteady disturbance
quanti_ies, not tot__al quantities. This explains why thee acoustic pressure
is zero in reservoir, even though steady-state pressure
each the is not
zero. The problem now is to calculate the response of the fluid system
'; to this dipole source.
With little loss of accuracy, the fluid lines on either side of the
, source (L 1 and L z) will be assumed fridtionless and one-dimensionalfrom
_ an acoustic point of view. The acoustic impedance of each line (L 1 and LZ)
D1
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Figure D. l IdealizedSound SourceForA Single Convolution -J
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Figure D.2 SimplifiedAcousticRepresentationOfFlowSystemAnd DipoleSource
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looking away from the vibratingring sound source is
: [ P2(ico)
- ipc tan (COLl/C) (D. I)
['i. V3 (ico) -"
and
P3 (iCO) '
! V3,(iCO)- ipc tan (COLz/c) (D.Z) ;
where p is fluid density and c speed of sound. These two relations "
_i can be combined to give
' r p_ (,_)" _3('_) I ' = --1_ _ V 3 ( '_ ) {t_(_L ' /C ) + t_(_L_ /C )} " (9"3)
From Equation (D. 3} the magnitude and phase of v 3 h_.n be determined for
a given PZ " P3 = A e icot (value of sound source). Knowing pz(iCO),
P3 (ic_) and v 3 (i_), then the acoustic pressure and velocity at any position
x 1 or x Z along the ducts can be determined from the equations
0 p(xI,iCO)=pZ(ico)cos[_(Ll-Xl)/C]+ ipc v3(ico)si_)[co(Ll-Xl)/C] (D.4)
i
v(xI,ico)=v3(io_)cos[_O(Ll-Xl)/C]+_ pz(iCO)sin[CO(Ll-Xl)/C] (D.5) i
and
P(X2,ico)= P3(ico)cos(cox2/c)- ipc v3(ico)sin (cox2/c) (D.6) !"
v(xz,iw)= v3(ico)cos (cox2/c)- _ p3(iCO)sin (COx2/c),, (D.7)
,, The above relations describe standing waves in the flow system ducts. The I_
• _ properties of these stand_ng waves, that is the location of pressure nodes, iantinodes and possible resonances, depend essentially upon the values of
LI and LZ' [
! I D3
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For example, assume L 1 = L Z = L, and also put x3 = L 1 - XI;
elilninating PZ_ P3 and V 3 from Equations (D. 4) through (D. 7) gives
P(Xl: ioJ)= A ei°_t { }---_---cos(_x3/c ) -sin(_0x3/c)- cot(_oL/c) (D. 8)
v(x 1 , i_) = 20 c os(_ox3/c ) cot(wL/c) + sin(_ox3/c) (D° 9)i,
p(xz, ko) = -P(Xl, i00) (]9.I0)
i and
} v(x z, ion)= v(x I,i_). (D° 1I)
i Notice that the system will exhibit a resonance condition when
': Tr
toL/c = nw, (n is any integer); antiresonance occurs when _oL/c = _ =n_.
i Figure D. 3 shc-_s the system standing wave patterns predicted by Equations
-- (D. 8) through (D. II) with _oL/c = 5_/4 as an illustration of a typical situation.
Note the jump discontinuity in pressure at x = 0 with the value of the jump
( f -
: Ii being equal to the strengthof the dipole source. Further, note that the
; --_ peak system acoustic pressure does not occur at the source, but rather
i occurs at_some point along the line(s); t-----hisfact is generally true whenever
i!. o_Llc > _IZ.
As mentioned previously, the above formulation considered the
" } "
I vibrating ring (bellows idealization) to be simply a sound source for the
flow system, hence, uncoupled from the system acoustic properties. In
the more general Case, the influence of the System upon the bellows
1 vibration should be considered.
_ "'
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